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PREFACE

Many large federal defense installations have been maintained for
almost a decade since World War II .

In contrast , only a few installations

were continued in previous postwar periods.

Too, they were operated on

a small peacetime scale and on a relatively permanent basis.

Adjacent

communities could, therefore , accept the economic benefits with little
danger.
The extraordinary expansion of defense installations over a long
period since the last war has developed a community acceptance that has
important implications .

In certain localities, of which the Ogden Area

is one, the defense installations so outweigh other local industry, as
to create a garrison economy .

Substantial new financial commitments,

such as housing developments and business expansions have been made on
the basi s of money expenditures of these defense installations .

Should

they be discontinued or their level of operation materially reduced ,
these areas would suffer serious financial distress.
While much has been said and written about the responsibility of
the federal government to bolster the general economy, little attention
has been given to the effect of large defense installations on relatively
small communities.

The purpose of this thesis is to present the economic

impact of a representative installation:

Hill

Air

Force Base (an air

depot), on a relatively undeveloped industrial locale :

i

the Ogden Area .
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CHAPTER I

HISTORY OF DEFENSE INSTALLATIONS IN THE OGDEN AREA

The people of Utah saw the first federal military installation
established in the area almost a century ago ,

They were not pleased in

1857 when they heard that President Buchanan was sending some 2500 soldiers to set up camp in the Salt Lake Valley .

As the troops approached

the Territory, every available means was used to resist their advance .
Trenches and other defenses were prepared and all forage burned on the
routes to the Valley to hamper or prevent their approach (17, p.303) .
When the troops arrived in 1858 they were permitted to enter the Territory of Utah without further resistance .

But an express condition of

the peaceful reception was that their camp be established at least 40
miles from Salt Lake City ( 17, p . 308) .
The attitude of the community 100 years later toward the establishment of federal military installations in Utah was radically different.
Citizens in the Ogden Area
depots there.

l

were more receptive to locating the huge

For at least three of the local depots they raised sub•

stantial sums of money with which they purchased acreage important to
the development of the depots.

This land was then transferred to the

federal government without payment .
The reasons and conditions governing the location of these later
installations are, of course, entirely different from those that brought
l.

The Utah State Employment Service has defined the "Ogden Area'' ,f or
employment purposes to be Weber and Morgan counties and that portion
of Davis county north of the north line of Farmington, Utah. This
definition has been adopted for most economic studies and reports
of the region. It is so used in this thesis.
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the first f-edel'al aili tary post to Utilh.
latiea& have been established in Utah.

Since 1$58, . .ny mli tary instalS... ·-W'H'8 eoll8truct'8d duri-ag

of peace, bu.t IIOSt of thea were the result of ·war effort•.
such installations as:

~

pe~iods

Included a.J;'e

Hooper, l'ert Deqlas, caap W. G. Williaas,

Quip Kearns, the Third 11111 tary S.adquarters, the IUnth CQrps Area Beadquarters , the Publication Depot , the Salt Lake Air Base, the Utah Ordnance
Plant, the Northwestern Re•unt Station,. the Division and District Aray
Corps of Engineers Headquarters, the Wendover Boabing .Schqol, the Navy
Radio Training School, Bushnell Gene;ral Boapi tal, Tooele Ordnance Depot,
the Parachute Plant, Reatncton Aras Plant, the Incendiary s.b Storace
Duaps, Ogden Arsenal, the Aray's Utah General Depot,

~ited

Naval Supply Depot Clearfield, and Bill Air Force Base.

States

Soae no loncer

exist, or the facilities have been applied to other u.es.

Many still

used for ailitary purposes are operated at only a fraction of their warti. . strengths.
Four of the existing installations are:

the Ogden Arsenal, Utah

General Depot, U. S. Naval Supply Depot Clearfield, and BtU Air Force
Base.

All four have been iaportant to the econoay of Utah ever since

their inception.

Because· of their size and concentration ln the Ogden

Area they have been of aajor iaportance to that coawuni ty.
two are Army installations.

The first

The third is under the Departaent of the

Navy, and the fourth, Hill Air Force Base, is responsible to the Departaent of the Air Force.
This study is priaarily concerned with the latter, Bill Air Force
Base, or as it is coaaonly called, Hill Field.
the subject of this thesis for several reasons :

It has been chosen as
(1)

The author has

been closely associated with its operations for several years as
Comptroller .

(2)

In nuaber of people eaployed in 1954 and in iapact
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on the local economy it is approximately double the combined total of
the other three depots.

(3)

Bill Air Force Base is by far the largest

employer in the Ogden Area as well as the State of Utah.
It has two other characteristics that set it apart froa other local
defense installations:

(1)

It has a relatively large maintenance func-

tion, which is its predominant mission and which employs more people
than the total for all other functions of the depot.

In fact, the number

of people employed in the Hill Field Maintenance Directorate is greater
than the total employment in all the other depots in the Ogden Area.
(2)

Its responsibility for technical-logistical guidance and

of Air Force units in the eight western states:

s~pport

Washington, Idaho,

Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, North Dakota, and South Dakota, and
in Alaska .
Hill Air Force Base is the home of the Headquarters, Ogden Air
Materiel Area, which directs all depot and area activities as well as
having command responsibility for the base itself.

There are also a

number of Air Force units located on the base but not under the command
of the Ogden Air Materiel Area .

A few of the largest of these units are :

the 46lst Bombardment Wing (Light) , 5670th Chemical and Ordnance Test
Group, and the 4677th Radar Evaluation Flight .
HILL AIR FORCE BASE
Hill Air Force Base, had. its geiiest-s. in . the establlli&hmffn't '1 df a
temporary Air Corps Depot in Salt Lake City in 1934 .

The experience of

this organization indicated the value and need for a more permanent air
depot in the area.

This need was reflected in the recommendation of the

Materiel Division of the Headquarters, Air Service Command, then located
at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

On July 6, 1934 that office recommended

that such a depot be established at the present site of Hill Field (5, p.l).
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The early ft8ed for depot-support eapability in the inter.ountain
a~ea

developed froa the sudden and very trying

logi~tical

probl•as that

arose when the Air Force (then the Aray Air Corps) wa-s directed to fly
the civilian air aail .

The government contracts with civilian air car-

riers were· terai.nated and the Air Corps

wa&

forced to provide its own

ailitary aircraft and support facilities for the new aission.
neither prepared nor equipped for such a function .

It was

Consequently, the

aaintenance of .tlitary aircraft on regular repetitive schedules, and
in sections of the country where no previous sustained ai.litary air
operations had been carried on, immediately created nu.erous logistical
probleas. . The experience of this depot in ueting the probleas of this
civilian air-transportation exercise was directly applicable to ailitary

loag-r•nge air defense objectives of the times.
The depot's location in an area where the long-range defense objectives could be tested was ideal .

This was i-.ediately recognized by

General (then Colonel) H. H. "Hap" Arnold, one of the leading exponents
of air power at the tiae and later co. .ander of the United States Air
Forces during World War II.

He also knew that long-range boabardaent

aviation had progressed to a degree that aade coastal depots highly vulnerable.

~neral

Arnoldrs enthusiastic support for an interaountain air

depot was an important factor in its being finally located in the Ogden
Area (5, p . l).
~

The passage of the Wilcox-Wilson Bill

on August 12, 1935, provided the legal
a peraanent basis.

(~xhibit

A App.) by Ooncress

authori~ation

for such a depot on

This did not assure that the depot would be located

in the <>&den Area or even in the State of Utah)

The bill aerely provided

that the Secretary of War was authorized and directed to deteraine,
• • . the location of such additional peraanent Air Force statioal

5

and depots as be deems ~ssential, in connection with the
existing Air Foree stations and depots and the enlargement
of the sa.e when aeeessary, for the eff~ctive peace-time
training of the Air Force components of our overseas garrisons .. . (27, par. 1343a).
~ It

should be noted that at the time this act was passed (1935) and up until

1940 there were only four major Air Corps supply and aaintenance depots
in the continental United States :

(1)

the Sacramento Air Depot on the .

west coast at Sacramento, California; (2)

the San Antonio Air Depot in

the southwestern United States at Duncan Field, San Antonio, Texas; {3)
the Fairfield Air Depot in the midwest at Patterson Field near Dayton,
Ohio; (4)

the Middletown Air Depot in eastern United States at Olasted

Field near Middletown, Pennsylvania .
...[

The Secretary was given certain guidelines by the Wilcox-Wilson

Bill as to the basis upon which stations would be located in designated
geographical areas of the United States .

Congress prescribed seven

regions which he should consider in locating the new installations.

The

sixth pertained specifically to a depot authorized in the western mountain
area for which the criteria was established as follows :
In determining the locations of new stations and depots,
consideration shall be given to the following regions for
the respective purposes indicated: . •. (6) The Rocky Mountain area - to provide a depot essential to the maintenance
of the General Headquarters Air Force, and to afford, in
addition, opportunity for training) n operations frOJR fields
in high al ti.tudes (27,. par . 1343a) •
It was only with reference to the Rocky Mountain installation that
both a

d~pot

and a training mission was designated.

Almost twenty years

later, it is not apparent why the altitude training requirement was stated
or just what was intended.

Nor. does it appear in the history of Hill

Field that any training mission was ever assigned specifically because of
the altitude.
General Arnold's interest in the location of an air depot in the

6

Ggttea Area did not eeaee with t-he Wilcox-wil-son Bill.

He · ~

the Air

Corps representatiYe of the party of Aray offic·i -als and .ellbers of Con..gl'e&S

that subsequently Yi-ei ted the Roeky Mountain a.rea to iu)tttct pos-

sible sites for the depot authorized by the bill.
the Military Affairs

eo..ittee

Under the guidance of

of the Ogden Cbaaber of Oomaerce this group

was shown the area south of the Ogden Arsenal, the present location of
Hill Air Force Base.
parent to

tht~

The advantages of the location

inspectiq parties.

Wrtt

i-diately ap-

The Ogden Air Service ('.omwand History

states that,

Kr. Ezra J. Fjeldsted, Secretary of the (Ogden) Chaaber
of Commerce was present at the ti. . and he states that General
Arnold and the party were iapressed with this location, not
only fro• a strategic standpoint but •lso because it was the
near~st to a natural airdroae in the entir, Salt Lake Valley
area, 2 ailes square and 9~ usable; about 12 ailes fro• the
-ce~ter of the city of Ogden; having a railroad spur on the
site leading froa the aain line of the Union Pacific Railroad. The flight approach to the site was excellent froa all
directions and it n.d excellent drainage possibilities which
would assure a fira foundation for airplane operation in all
kinds of weather . The water supply was also adequate and
satisfactory (5, p.2).
The courtesies extended to General Arnold's party by the Ogden Chaaber
of Co..erce was part of an aggressive local

ca.auni~y

after the passage of the Wilcox-Wilson Bill .

program initiated

This action to obtain an

air depot for the Ogden Area was part of a larger prograa to expand the
industrial base of the area.

There had been very little industrial ex-

pansion in the area prior to this period .

The COIIIWJlity was aware of

the econoaic advantages that had accrued over the years fro. the operations of the Ogden Arsenal even though it had never been a very large
installation .

All of these factors naturally encouraged ca.aunity action

to obtain other defense projects.

The histories of the Vtah General Depot

and the U. S . Naval Depot Clearfield show that the Ogden organization was
also working, during the same period, to have thea located in the Ogden
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Area .

It had been successful in obtaining the Ogden Arsenal and was

-anxious to obtai n others of ·a
The~ Ogden

siail~r

nature.

Chamber ' s interest in the air depot culainated in 1936 in

the Chamber purchasing .options on all the land on the site

re~ommended

several years before and inspected by General Arnold's committee .

Because

of delays by the federal government in implementing the Wilcox-Wilson
Bill it was necessary for the Chamber to renew the options from time to
time at i ts own expense.

This organization played a most important part

in bringing Hill Field to the Ogden Area.

Through its initiative in

obtaining the opt i ons it was able to guarantee to the federal government
that the land would be available at a fair price.

The Chamber also do-

nated 383 acres of the site (over 10 per cent of the area) at no cost to
the federal government (5, Sec I, p.3) .

~But the land alone did not insure the construction of a depot .
While the

Wilcox~Wilson

Bill provided the authority for an air depot in

the Rocky Mountain region, it neither appropriated funds for its construction, nor insured that it would be located in the Ogden Area .

It

was not until three years later, June 1939 , that Congress (bill signed by
President Roosevelt, July 1, 1939) definitely established the depot at
its present location.

At the same time the bill authorized an initial

appropriati on of $8,000,000 for its construction.

Funds for surveys, site

determination and other expenses exclusive of actual construction were
provided in the original Wilcox-Wilson Bill (27, par . 1343d~

~ About this same time the installation received its official name :
Hill Field (later Hill Air Force Base) , in honor of a young Ai-r ..Co~ps
Major, Ployer P . Hill (28 , p . l), who lost his life i n the service of his
country duri ng flight test of the first B- 17 bomber delivered to the

8
1

Air Corps ( 1935) .

By coincidence this was the same year that the air

base first became a possibility through .passage of the Wilcox-Wilson
Bill. )(
With the

offici~!

establishment of Hill Air Force Base the Ogden

Chaaber of Oomm•rce again rendered valuable assistance.

As work was

beJUn at the site the Chamber borrowed grading equipment and other necessary materials from a number of the state political subdivisions .

The

availability of this equipment permitted the construction of the runways
and other facilities to start earlier and progress more rapidly than
winter conditions would otherwise have permitted .
in December 1940, Mr. Frank M.

Browni~g,

Appropriately enough,

Chairman of the Military Affatrs

Committee of the Chamber of Commerce symbolized the beginning of construetion of the new air base by lifting the first shovel full of dirt at the
site of one of the new buildings (5, p.4).
Previously used for dry farming, the land on which the new base was
constructed covered an area of 3,501 . 82 acres and was valued at the time
.at $128 , 079.60 ( 5, Sec.II, p . l).

The first air field facility constructed

was the runway complex started in July 1940 and completed in a little more
tpan a year at a cost of $1,358,093 .

The first permanent buildings on

the base were the Quartermaster Commissary and Warehouse and the Quarterm~ster

Garage and Shop which were started January 12, 1940, and finished

September 20, 1940 .
1.

Major Hill was born at Newburyport, Massachusetts October 24, 1894.
He obtained his early education in the same community . Later he
attended Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island where he studied
enginee~ing, graduating in 1916 .
In December 1917 he enlisted in
the Aviation Section of the Army Signal Corps, which was the forerunner of the United States Air Force . From that time on his life
was dedicated to serving his country in military flying. In July
1918 he received a commission in the Regular Army . After serving
in maqy capacities as an officer, and in many parts of the world,
he made the great sacrifice for his country while testing one of
the country's first four-engine bombers .

9

Shortly after the completion of these first buildings (November 7,
1940) Lieutenant Colottel (later Brigadier General) Morris Berman assumed
command as the first commanding officer of Hill Field (23) .

He continued

to serve in that capacity throughout the period of initial construction
and through its early operational lif·e until June 26, 1944.

J

( The first shipment of supplies was received at Hill Field in Jan-

uary 1941.

Early shipments of this type had to be stored in temporary

buildings as the first permanent warehouse for other than base housekeeping
materiel was not completed until July 23, 1941.

With this first shipment

logistical operations and the construction of new facilities were continued
side by side at Hill Field for a number of months.
J The new installation was planned as a major Air Corps supply and
maintenance depot, and this has been its prime function during the first
fifteen years of its existence .

The operating organization of the base

was entitled the Headquarters, Ogden Area Depot .

1

This organization was

assigned command direction of Hill Field and responsibility f·or the depot
mission as well as base housekeeping functions .

The latter category covers

the maintenance of physical facilities on the base and the servicing and
support of military and civilian employees assigned to the base.

The

mission responsibilities pertained to the logistical support of other
military air orga.n iz.ations throughout the Air Corps.
To carry out its mission the new depot had a supply organization
that was fully accountable for the receipt, storage and issue of spares
1.

The Ogden Area Depot is the main mission organization at Hill Air
Force Base . It has also been entitled, Ogden Air Technical Service
Command and Ogden Air Materiel Area (the designation at the end of
1954) . At various times Hill AFB itself has been operated either
directly by the Area Commander or by a subordinate commanding officer. NumeJ"oUS other military units not under the Area Colllll8.nder
are, or have been, tenants of the base. Hill AFB is therefore used
as an all-inclusive term to cover all organizations located, and
functions performed there.
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end repair parts and ·all other D&eeSsary Air Cor-ps supplies .

It was

also provided with an Engineering Departaent (subsequently re-designated
as the Maintenance Directorate) responsible for

depot~level

installation,

modification, service, and repair work on aircraft and related items.
The depot was initially assigned a control area coaprising the
states of:

Utah, Idaho, Nevada, western Montana, and Washington.

As

such it was to be an independent depot supporting military air units in
the northwestern portion of the United States . ·- f.

1

It also had an additional mission as an auxiliary reserve depot
to serve all the area controlled by the Sacraaento Air Depot in the
\

event of a successful attack upon the latter . /

rj)

tlrAH GENERAL DEPOT

On the north west liaits of the

~ty

of OJden is the Utah General

Depot which was conceived and constructed at about the same time as Hill
Field.

The land upon which it was built •as purchased September 27 ,

1940 for approxiaately $510,000.

About 20 per cent, or $100,000 of

this was contributed by the citixens of Ogden (7, p . 2) .
were required for the use of the General Depot.

Some 1678 acres

This is slightly less

than half of the total of 3500 acres required in the construction of Hill
Field.
The first work on the Utah Depot was the preliminary surveying which
was begun on December 8, 1940 .

Construction progressed rapidly after that

and th.e first warehouse was ready for use by June 16, 1941.
The Utah General Depot was formally activated on September 15, 1941
as an installation under the jurisdiction of the Quartermaster General
of the Army and under the command of Colonel William L. Mays, Quartermas t er
Corps.

It was designated to receive , store , and issue, supplies and equip-

ment for Army activities in designated areas.

Its area of support was to

11

cover ailitary activities in the western portion of the United States,
and oversees in the Far East, and Alaska.
As a general depot it is not lt.ited to processing supplies aad equip-

aent of any one Aray Technical Service.

Thus, i te.a used by the Cheaical

Corps, Engineer Corps, Signal Corps, Adjutant General, as well as the
noraal Quartermaster aateriel, are the responsibility of this depot .
Exaaples of Quarteraaster articles are clothing and other personal
iteas required by the individual soldier, the various pieces of equipaent
that he carries, the beds and bedding that he sleeps upon and the food that
he eats.

This section of the Depot operations is also responsible for

storing and shipping baggage and household effects of military personnel.
It also perforas depot maintenance on Quartermaster supplies when reqUired
to make thea fully usable .
The Cheacial section of the depot is a supply source for such !teas
as flaae throwers, smoke generators .a nd other technical i teas of the Army
Cheacial Corps .

It also receives, inspects,

classifie~,

and processes

for reissue general cheaical supplies that are turned in to the depot by
using organizations.
The Engineer Supply Section, one of the largest organizations at the
Utah General Depot, receives, stores, and issues all the various types of
engineering equipment used by the Army .

Tractors, graders, cranes, and

rollers are exaaples of some of the larger i teas.

Depot maintenance is

also performed on this equipment, and to a limited extent asseably and
manufacture of coaponents is accomplished .

This section further provides

field technical assistance on the maintenance of this equipment to both
Aray and Air Force organizations in the western United States.
The Adjutant General Supply Section maintains a reserve of Army
publications and blank forms which are issued, as required, to western
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Aray iftst•llations.
The last major section is the Signal Supply.

It stock·s :

radio sets,

telephones, wire and cable, and special-purpose vehicles such as line
trucks and trailers used in the maintenance of communication systems.

It

also processes and repairs cable and wire received from using agencies in
the Ar•Y·
In addition to the aforementioned specialized functions, the Utah
General Depot operates a Department of Defense Printing Service which
prints publications, blank forms, and other printed matter for Army,
Navy, Air Force; and other federal agencies located in the western Uiiit9d
States .

Hill Field, the subject of this thesis, is one of the best"cust ..

omers" of this service.
To accoaplish its varied missions the Utah General Depot has storage
facilities consisting .of 40 warehouses with total storage area of 5 1 384,000
square feet of shed

s~ace.

There are an additional 73,000 square feet of

fliUIIIlable and 19,000 square feet of magazine storage facilities .

It also

has available nearly 10,000,000 square feet of open semi-improved stqrage
space.

The Depot's modern shop facilities cover some 220,000 square

feet (7, p . 7).
U. S. NAVAL SUPPLY DEPOT CLEARFIELD

The third armed service is represented in the Ogden Area by the U, S.
Naval Supply Depot Clearfield.-

This installation is located twelve miles

to the south of the City of Ogden, and adjacent to Hill Field and the
co.aunity of Clearfield, utah.

This was the most recent link to be con-

structed in the Ogden military depot complex.
The Naval Depot originated in correspondence prepared by the Navy
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts on January 1, 1942 and addressed to the
Secretary of the Navy .

The subject of the

co~unication

was a request
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to the Secretary that action be taken to obtain public funds f-o r the procurement of land on which to locate a suitable inland Naval Supply Depot.
The Secretary approved the request on February 7, 1942 and dir-ected the
Chief of the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks to obtain the nece&Sary funds
and to designate a Navy officer to act as a aeaber of a board.

The pur-

pose of the board was to study the requirement and to recommend at least
three potential sites.

The board was convened on March 2, 1942 and pre-

pared a recoJIJilendation that a naval depot be located in the Ogden-Salt
Lake area .

Information is not available as to whether two other sites

were recoamended at

th~

time in accordance with the Secretary's request.

The board did recommend that the proposed depot contain 7,000,000 square
feet of storage space and that $33,600 1 000 be provided for the initial
land purchase and the construction of the first depot increment .

The

Secretary approved the Ogden Area location and allocated the necessary
funds to begin construction (3, p . l).
The construction of the Naval Depot was started on June 22, 1942
and

c~pleted

soae ten and one half months later.

were received and stored on December 21, 1942 .

The first supplies

Some four aonths later,

on April 10, 1943 the depot was officially activated, or as the Navy
teras it, "c.o maissioned" .
time as the

Depot ~ s

Captain Ollar D. Conger was in charge at the

first commanding officer.

The initial cost of con-

struction was somewhat less than estimated, being $25,489,483 . 72

(~t

p.6-7) .

The Naval Depot currently has 110 major buildings and ,-43 minor ones.
Sixty-eight of the buildings are warehouses having approximately 9,000,000
square feet of storage space.

The military reservation consists of 863

acres and contained .'Within this are 5,000,000 square feet of open stor.a ge
space ( 6 , p . 11) •
The peak activity of this depot was reached in 1945 at which time

c ~•
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1t had a work force of 6500. ci·v ilians and 1800 milit-a ry personnel.

The

cur~ent

functions of the depot are aany and varied .

It is a

reserve stock point for general naval stores, dry provisions, lubricants,
aeronautical stores , photographic, electr.o nic, ordnance, and submarine
aateriel and repair parts.

It is also a stock point for innumerable diesel

items, including colfplete diesel engines and diesel drive generators .
The sole Navy Personal Effects Distribution Center is located here.

This

center adllinisters the personal effects of Navy personnel who have disappeared or become deceased .

The Navy Hydrographic Office for the western

portion of the United States is located at the Naval Depot.
Like the Utah General

~pot,

it also p.r ovides certain specified sup.:.

port to defense activities outside its own Department.

An example ·of

this is the performance of surplus property functions for Aray and Air
Force, as well as Navy organizations in Utah.

All military surplus

property that generates in this area is disposed of under the direction
of the Naval Depot.

This does not require the physical movement of the

property in all cases to the Clearfield Depot. - · When more economical to
do so, _it will be retained where originally located until the buyers take
possession.

The Naval Depot acts, in such cases, as a central agency

for effecting the disposal.
Portions of the extensive warehouse space of the Naval Depot are
als.o used by the Utah General Depot and Hill Field for

sto~age

of the

~-

overflow.· of supplies from their more lim! ted warehouse facilities.

Cross-

servicing agreements are negotiated in such instances, which specify the
services or facilities to be provided by the Naval Depot and the amqunts
to be paid by the recipient military department .

Some space is also used

by other gavernaental agencies outside the Department of Defense.
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OGDEN ARSENAL

The fourth of the Ogden Area defense installations is the Ogden
Arsenal.

Although the last to be discussed in this chapter it was the

first of the military depots to be located in the area.
first to be inactivated.

It is also the

This is unfortunate for the area economy to

the extent that the workers cannot be employed by other industries in
the locality , and at the moment there is no other expanding industry
capable of absorbing the number of workers who will lose their jobs.
A few who are employed in maintaining Arsenal facilities may be reemployed at Hill Field.
The Ogden Arsenal is an Army ordnance installation located ten
miles south of the City of Ogden and immediately adjacent and to the
west of Hill Fi·e ld .

It was officially activated on April 22, 19al as

an aftermath of World War I .

Construction was slow and almost three

years passed before the first group of buildings - consisting of 35
magazines, adainistration and utility buildings - were completed .

In

1925 it had the distinction of being the first major installation in the
United States to be commanded by a non-commissioned officer.

It was

first designated as an ammunition storage depot with initial employment
of 25 employees .

In this capacity it stored unused ordnance supplies

such as ammunition that were surplus to the war needs.

For a number of

years, until October 1938 , it was used m.a inly as a storage point for
excess and obsolete ordnance materiel.

At that time an industrial

bomb-loading plant was activated at the Arsenal capable of loading 100
to 2000 pound bombs .

As World War II approached a program of modernization and rehabilitation of the facilities at the Arsenal was started.
in the years from 1939 to 1942 .

This took place mainly

During this period modern buildings wer&
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constructed, depot facilities were aodernized, and new roads were constructed .
By Septeaber 1941 the Arsenal was assembling fragmentation bombs
and operating loading plants for 20mm and 37mm shells.

By Deceaber 1941,

as the country entered upon the second World War, the Arsenal had expanded
far beyond its original mission as an ammunition storage depot to become
an extensive ordnance plant.

Under its prewar mission employment was

nominal with only about 100 persons employed.

With the expansion that

resulted from the War effort, employment mushroo.ed to a peak of 6,100
civilians and 35 military personnel .
By late 1943 the industrial operation had been discontinued and the
Arsenal had been redesignated as a master depot.

Operations were limited

to the storing and distribution of vehicles, ammunition, small arms, artillery, and miscellaneous Ordnance Corps supplies.
From July 6, 1944 to June 30, 1946 the Remington Arms Plant, then
operating in Salt Lake City, was under the direction of the Arsenal ,

In

Deceaber 1946 control of the Tooele Ordnance Sub-Depot was also transferred
to the Arsenal.
By the end of World War II the number of employees had decreased to
approximately 1200.

With the subsequent outbreak of the Korean conflict

employment again increased but it never approached the numbers employed
at the peak of the earlier war.

Its maximum employment during this latter

period was reached in early 1953 with a peak of 3000 eaployees .

At this

time the Arsenal had reopened the ammunition manufacturing plant.

Such

varied types of ammunition as the MKll tracer, hand grenades, 60mm
illumination shells, 37ma shells, and 8lmm mortar shells were produced
from April 1951 to June 1954 .
Early in the fall of 1954 the Army indicated that it would discontinue
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-all ordnance fWlcUoas·· -at the -AJ<seaal .

At that ti--e eaployaent was don

to less than 500 people, with the majority of workers ·eagaged in ._intaining the buildings and grounds .

Department of Defense plans in DeceJiber

1954 called for the transfer of all the Arsenal facilities to the Air Force
effective February 1 1 1955, at which t1ae it would be placed under the
adainistration of Hill Field to be used for Air Force purposes .

The only

Aray activity scheduled to remain is a small Transportation Corps rail•
way equipaent repair shop eaploying about 100 eaployees.

This shop sup-

ports military rail equip•ent west of the Mississippi River by providing
supplies, and through rebuilding

par~s,

The physical facilities of the

or overhualing major equipment .

~senal

are quite extensive.

The

post proper covers 2,720 acres with an addition .771.14 acres consisting
of an area called Military Springs located se'Veral ailes a'Way at the
llOUth of Weber Canyon.

There are 705 structures on the Arsenal grounds

of which 630 are of permanent-type construction.

Of these, 62 are ware-

houses with a total of 850,000 square feet of covered storage space.

If

these facilities are added to those of Hill Field, as planned, it will
becoae one of the largest depots in the Air Force .
1.

1

The information presented was obtained by the author through personal
interviews with Arsenal officials and old eaployees prior to its
deactivation.
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CHAPTER II

HILL AIR FORCE BASE AND THE AIR FORCE LOGISTICAL SYSTEM

The Headquarters,' Ogden Air Materiel Area, or OOAMA, is the major
Air Force logistical

1

organization located at Hill Air Force Base.

The

principal mission activities of the Materiel Area are often referred to
collectively as "the depot" .
Without the Ogden Air Materiel Area, employment at the base would
be very nominal.

To understand why large numbers of people are eaployed

at Hill Field it is necessary to know something about the Department of
the Air Force and more specifically about ita logistical system, as well
as the functions that are perforaed at Ogden.
\

The United States Air Force is an organization designed to carry on
defensive and offensive aerial warfare as conditions require.
plish this mission it naturally has airplanes.
type, condition, age, and design.

To accom-

They are many in number,

New ones must be procured from time

to time; old ones must be repaired, modified, or otherwise maintained in
the most effective· condition for the purpose for which designed.

Parts

to accomplish the repair and modification of aircraft must also be procured, stored, and issued as required .

Even these parts may, and do in •

some cases, require periodical maintenance and repair.
1.

Aircraft consume

Logistics - That part of the entire military activity which deals
with : ( l) Design and devetopment, acquisition, storage, movement,
distribution, maintenance, evacuation and disposition of materiel.
( 2) Induction, classification, training assignment, welfare,
movement, evacuation and separatioa of personnel; (3) acquisition
or construction, maintenance, operation, and disposition of facili•
ties; and (4) acquisition or furnishing of service. It comprises
both planning, including determination of requireaents, and implementation (18, p.56). The Air Materiel Coaaand is the Air Force
agency responsible for all logistical functions other than design,
development, and personnel matters.

~
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huce aaounts of fuel which aust be available where and when

-need~d

and

in adequate quantities .
The saae support aust also be provided for other
vehicles.

equi~nt

such as

The Air Force, for exaaple, has thousands of these of every

description, such as:

fork lifts, snow plows, trucks, personnel carriers,

cranes, aabulances, bicycles, oil trucks, and tractors, to name but a fe•.
The Air Force also requires i . .ense quantities of food and clothing
for its personnel.

Specialized personal

equi~nt

of a variety of types

aust be provided its officers and aen so that they .ay properly perfora
their duties.

Exaaples of this equipaent are:

radio earphones, sun

glasses, cold-weather flying clothing, chrono. .ters, and survival equip•nt.

Regulations, aanuals, and various instructional directives aust

be printed, stocked and distributed.
If these things are to be properly accoaplished a systea aust be
provided for the purpose.
systea.
this.

This the military refers to as a logistical

The Air Force has established a single agency to effectuate
The agency is the Air Materiel eo.aand, the priaary logistical

organization of the Air Force.

The single aajor logistical agency is

not necessarily a characteristic of ailitary organization.

The United

States Army, for •xaaple, has a nuaber of . separate logistical agencies,
such as:

the Cheaical Corps, Engineer Corps, Signal Corps, etc.

As

was observed in the previous chapter in the discussion of the Utah General Depot operations, each Corps is responsible for a specialized class
of property.

This division of logistical responsibility ih. the Ar.y is

essentially along functional lines .
The Air Force has seen fit to center that responsibility principally
in one agency.

Thus, with the Air Force as the predoainant service and

with a single aajor logistical agency, it is not surprising to find that
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it is the largest business in the country.

With t ·& tal ··assets of $30

billion it has $6 billion more than the combined total of the two largest
private corporations in the country :

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,

and the Bell Telephone System (15, p.4) .
To perform its function during its last full fiscal year ( July 1,
1953 through June 30, 1954) the Air Materiel Comaand spent $11 . 4 billion .
Obviously in a business of such immense size there must be some pattern
in the division of responsibility and of operations .

The Air Materiel

Command divides its responsibility among subordinate organizations on a
commodity basis as distinguished froa the functional, or end use of the
item, basis followed by the United States Army.

Operationally the Air

Materiel Command is divided into eight continental sub-comaands, or Air
Materiel Areas, one overseas area in Spain and seven Air Force specialized
depots.
Under the comaodity-aanagement concept adopted by the Air Materiel
Command, each depot, or Air Materiel Area, has specified commodities for
which it has management responsibility .

For example:

Rome Air Force

Depot is responsible for ground-navigation radio systems, Wilkins Depot
for air

~ase- and

hangar •quipment and military uniforms, Oklahoma City

Air Materiel Area for Boeing B-52 aircraft components and General Electric
J-47 jet engines.
sponsibilit~es

These are mentioned merely to illustrate how the re-

are divided.

Actually each specialized depot, or Air

Materiel Area, may have the aanagement of thousands of items, or upwards
of a hundred classes of items.

The meaning of management as used here

will be discussed aore specifically when the function of a specific Air
Materiel Area, the. Ogden AMA, is considered.

As a general statement it

can be said that each Air Materiel Area has management responsibility
for prime property classes assigned .

In addition to this an AMA also
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has three other aajor responsibilities :
(1)

World-wide logistic support responsibility for assigned

weapons systems.

1

(2)

Zonal responsibility for designated

(3)

Special logistic support responsibility within as assigned

p~operty

classes .

geographic area.
At any one point in time each depot has certain designated prime and zonal
assignments .

As these assignments have an important bearing on the work-

load of a depot they will be discussed in some detail in this chapter .
The discussion will be oriented toward their effect on the Ogden Air
Materiel Area .
PRIME RESPONSIBILITY
At the end of calendar year 1954 OOAMA had prime responsibility for
the :following items :
N·o rthrop F-89 Aircraft.
bility .

OOAMA has prime JU.intenance responsi-

The F-89 is a aodern twin jet fighter aircraft used principally

as a defensive all-weather interceptor plane.
heavily armed of our current fighters .

It is probably the most

The depot has prime responsibility

for the supply and maintenance of parts for the B-62 (or MS-62) guided
missile, as well as for the F-89, manufactured by Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
It is also prime in the maintenance of the complete missile.

The B-62

is a long-range ground-to-ground strategic missile, and is commonly known
as the SNARK.
McDonnell F-101 Aircraft .

This is a supersonic fighter of

vanced design that is not yet fully in production.
1.

ad~

As it comes into the

A weapons s.y stea is an instrument of coabat such as
together with all functioning equipment, the skills
operate the equipment and the supporting facilities
required to enable the instrument of coabat to be a
striking power in its operational environment.

an air vehicle
necessary to
and services
single unit of
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systea it will be used to repl-a ce cert-ain of the present d-ay fighter
•ircraft.

Responsibility of the depot covers the coaplete aircraft and

the supply and maintenance of parts.
Boeing B-17.

This is an obsolete boaber for which OOAMA is

pri.e although there are relatively few of these aircraft in the Air
Force.
McDonnell XV-1 (XL-25) (or Convertiplane) aircraft.

This is

an experiaental aircraft coabining the characteristics of both conventional airplane and a helicopter .
Auxiliary aircraft engines and liquid fuel .

This class of iteas

is limited to the liquid fuel type auxiliary engines used in connection
with assist takeoff units for aircraft .
Aircraft wheels, brakes, skis, floats, and aaintenance parts.
Responsibility in this case covers all of the iteu irrespective of the
aircraft on which they are used.
Aircraft hydraulic struts, actuating cylinders and JUintenance
parts .

Again Ogden is responsible for all such items irrespective of

the aircraft of which they may be a part .

It als.o has priae procurement

responsibility for these iteas in addition to the supply and aaintenance
prime function.
School

~quipaent.

Items used for training of personnel.

Some

supplies and equipment may be property no longer usable for original
purposes, such as, aircraft that are not feasible to put in flying condition.

These are, however, often excellent aaterial for training pur-

pos.es and are used whenever possible.
Individual and crew instru.ent flying, landing, and navigational
trainers and maintenance parts .
Bombing and gunnery training aids and devices, maintenance parts
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and identification aaterial .
Miscellaneous training devices and their aaintenance parts.
Radar and radio trainers, training equipment and their maintenance
parts .
Being "prime" in these items does not mean that the Ogden Air Materiel
Area does all things at all times with respect to these items .

The mean-

ing can perhaps be best explained by using the F-89 as an illustration .
The requirements for F-89, as well as other types pf aircraft, are determined (within budgetary limitations) in light of world conditions and
within the scope of the Air Force aission as assigned by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.

This evaluation is aade at regular intervals by the Air Staff

of the Headquarters United States Air Force .
lf world affairs require greater emphaBis on strategic bombing, an
increased number of B-36 long-range inter-continental bombers, or its
newer, faster replacement:
p~ogramaed

the high-flying eight-jet B-52, will be

and F-89 procurement may be cut back .

On the other hand, if

the apparent developaent of long-range bombers by possible enemy countri~s
is such that greater emphasis must be placed on· that part of the Air Force
mission calling for the

~ir d~fense

of the continental United States,. then

the requirements for all-weather interceptor fighter aircraft, such as the
F-89, may be increased.
At the same time that the USAF Headquarters projects the number of
F-89 aircraft required for a given period, it also projects their utili•
zation by establishing their flying-hour program and determines where and
in what numbers they will be used throughout the world .

The Air Materiel

Command Headquarters then makes the necessary contractual agreements for
such additional new aircraft as may be required.

Contracts will normally

be made with Northrop Aircraft, Inc. for the Jll&llufacture of the additional
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F-89 aircraft deemed necessary.

'

The term "normally" i ·s used, for on

occasion contractual arrange-ants aay be made for production of an airplane by a coapany other than the one which originally designed it.

In

any event, once the contract has been executed for the required nuaber
of new F-89 aircraft, responsibility then rests with the Ogden Air Materiel
Area.
PROCUREMENT RESPONSIBILITY
At this point in the procurement of new aircraft, Ogden AMA has a
procurement

adai~~str~tion

and surveillance responsibility regardless

of the geographical area in which its priae aircraft is fabricated .
This responsibility has several facets .

In general it is carried out

by a subordinate organization located in the Northrop plant at Hawthorne,
California.

This organization is teraed the Air Force Plant Represent-

ative Office .

Supervision and policy direction over the Air Force

Plant Representative Office is retained by the Ogden Air Materiel Area
while normal day-to-day surveillance of contractor's (Northrop Aircraft,
Inc.) operations is carried on by the Air Force Plant Representative and
his staff.
To perform his duties the Plant Representative has several divisions
in his office.

The principal ones are:

Contract, Quality Control, and

Production.
Contract Division
The Contract Division participates in the original negotiations between Headquarters, Air Materiel eo.aand and the contractor.

It recommends

to the Ogden Air Materiel Area and the Headquarters, Air Materiel Command
such

sub~equent

changes as may be necessary to maintain contractual cover-

age consistent with the production program.

Authorization of expenditures

for facilities construction, approval for payaent for delivered products,
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and approval of requests by the contractor for use o.f overtiae, or other
unusual and necessary deviations from the provisions of the contract, are
acted upon by this division.
Quality Control Division
The Air Force aust insure that it not only receives the itea that it
has contracted for, but that the close tolerances and detailed specifications governing the fabrication of the itea - in this case F-89
are fully met in its production .

a~rcraft · 

This assurance is obtained by a corps

of inspectors who work under the Quality Control Division of the Air Force
Plant Representative's Office.

They perfora continuous inspection begin-

ning with the individual parts to the coapleted plane .

It is neither

necessary nor feasible to inspect each and every article produced.

Sam-

ple or statistical quality checks are aade, and where an abnormal number
of iteu aust be rejected because they cannot 118et quality tests, increased
saapling or even 100% inspections are perforaed .

These aore detailed in-

spections are continued until the contractor can again aaintain quality
production.
This division also perforas continuous surveillance over the contractor's inspection systea and personnel which further insures an
acceptable product.

In soae instances sub-asseablies are produced by

other contractors for Northrop at distant points.

Frequently, it would

be too costly to disassemble these for inspection at the Los Angeles
plant before they are incorporated into the F-89.

In such cases the

Quality Control Division makes arrangeaents for source inspection by
other Air Force

~uality

control personnel located adjacent to or in the

producing plant .
Production Division
Aircraft are produced against a pre-established schedule.

This is
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the basic planning document for all the follow-on activities .

As an

F-89 comes off the line at the Northrop Plant and is accepted by the
Air Force, it has already been comaitted to a specific tactical organization .

Maintenance parts in adequate quantities must be prepositioned

with the organization, pilots must be "checked-out" to insure familiarity
with the aircraft and its characteristics (frequently the organization
receives the F-89 as a replacement for an older type plane), mechanics
must be trained in the maintenance of the F-89 .

If it is a replacement

for a reciprocal engine airplane the normal gasoline must be replaced
with jet-engine fuel.

These actions are normally the responsibility of

the using organization.
All of these requirements are geared to the contractor's delivery
schedule and they all take planning and lead time to be properly accom:
plished .

If they are to be properly related and effectively accomplished

it is extremely important that aircraft be delivered on schedule .

The

Air Force Plant Representative at Northrop has a Production Division that
insures that the contractor will meet the production schedule .

This office

coordinates and expedites actions that might affect production to insure
delivery on schedule .

In doing this the personnel of this Division work

with contractor's employees to expedite the solution of technical problems .
They frequently call upon other Air Force agencies to assist thea, such as
the appropriate staff office of the Ogden Air Materiel Area, the Research
and Development Command, or the Headquarters, Air Materiel Command .
Should it appear that additional facilities such as machine tools, or
new factory or office space are required by Northrop to maintain schedules,
or to meet future commitments to the Air Force, the Production Division
will review the requirements and recommend appropriate Air Force action .
This division also mo.n i tors the flow of government-furnished aircraft
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equipment, or GFAE as it is co.aonly termed, to the contractor.
items such as:

These are

radio and radar equipment, aircraft instruments, engines,

and .any others of similar nature .

GFAE items are procured directly by

the government and furnished to the contractor for inclusion in production
aircraft .

The contractor thus has no control over their availability .

!teas aay be provided as GFAE for any of a number of reasons.

It may be

because it is more economical, or perhaps because adequate quantities are
already in the Air Force supply system.

In other instances it is beca.u se

of limited availability and coapetitive requireaents for the item within
the Air Force.

Items classed as GFAE in general have a common character-

istic - the item is common to two or more types of aircraft .

It is an

important function of the Production Division at Northrop to see that these
GFAE components of the F-89 are available to the contractor in time and in
the quantity required.
The surveillance of the contractor producing the F-89 is only a part
of the world-wide logistic support responsibility of the

~epot .

Consid-

ering the number of people performing the function it is very small in
the overall depot operations .

Only about a hundred people are located

in the Plant Representative Office at the Northrop plant, and soae 50
more at Hill Air Force Base.

In dollars involved and management responsi-

bility it is of considerable importance.

The personnel that perform this

function are similar in skill and training to those found in the purchasing activities of large corporations.
been trained locally on the job.

A few of those at Hill Field have

The majority, however , have been brought

to Utah because of the absence of individuals with such skills in the
local labor force.
SUPPLY AND SERVICES DIRECI'ORATE, OOAMA

The Ogden Air Materiel Area has many additional responsibilities,
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other than procure.ent, as the priae depot for the F-89.
noted that the Headquarters, USAF

periodically~

It was previously

usually annually, deter-

aines the number of flying hours each type of aircraft will fly in a forecasted period, and their world-wide location .

From this basic planning

information, in the case of the F-89 for example, the Supply and Services
Directorate, Ogd.e n Air Materiel Area, computes the proper quantity of
items, the bits and pieces as .w ell as major components of the F-89, required to support the aircraft operational program.

It will, at the

saae time, program the availability of the items.
This is anything but a simple problea.

When an individual finds

something wrong with his automobile he will find a garage a few blocks
away ready, willing and generally capable of repairing it .

Ordinarily he

can drive it until the trouble appears, with relatively little danger to
life or investment.
airplane.
problem .

This is not true of the complex modern military

Its use and world-wide deployment add to the complexity of the
Even the motorist finds the maintenance more complex and

~if•

ficult if the car breaks down while he is motoring on the continent or in
Japan or elsewhere in the world.
Components of the airplane wear out at different rates.

The wing of

an airplane will generally fly many more hours than a generator .

The life

of condensers in the electronic mechanisms is considerably longer than the
tubes.

Wear-out r.ates are computed for each itea pn an actuarial basis.

Despite these complexities, the OOAMA Supply and S•rvices Directorate
must compute the quantity of each F-89 part or component needed based
upon the projected number of flying hours the F-89 will be flown during
the stated period.
It would be relatively simple if the results of this calculation
could be compared against the on-hand inventory of each item and - .. -
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arrangements made for the procurement of any deficiencies .

But many more

complexities arise before the quantity to be procured can be determined.
The wear-out rate for the assigned flying-hour program is but the first
step .

With the dispersal of the aircraft throughout the world, varying

stock levels must also be maintained at widely dispersed points, and the
requirements to meet these stock levels must be computed.
pipeline requirements must be ground into the computations .

The effect of
If a part is

computed to wear out once in each month of flying, and the pipeline time
for the movement of the part from the United States depot to the overseas
using organization is two months, then there must be two more in the pipeline at all times, and thus two more added to requirements.

Many of the

parts that wear out or develop defects can be repaired at only a fraction
of the initial cost .
be determined .

The required quantity of these reparable parts must

The repair facilities or capabilities of the using organ-

ization and the particular repair depot must be considered in the computation of requirements .
This is a very simple explanation of the determination of requirements, but it does illustrate to a degree the complexities and problems
that must be faced.

These complexities and problems have an important

affect on the labor requirements of the Ogden Air Materiel Area .
The computation of requirements is only one facet of the Air Materiel
Area, and therefore of the depot job, and it is more than a one-time
annual problem .

To keep the aircraft flying the

d~pot

must insure that

the right quantities of the right part are in the right place, at the
right time.

There must be a constant awareness of requirements versus

avai lable quantities.

In addition, much of the depot effort is expended

in the physical handling of the supplies .

They must be received, stored,

often unpacked and repacked, and shipped as the needs of the using
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organizations require .

The depot must receive the defective or broken

parts , inspect to determine those that are reparable, schedule them for
repair, provide all the bits and pieces that will be needed for the repair
program .
action .
reissue .

The non-reparable items must be moved to salvage for disposal
The repaired parts must be processed back into the system for
This is a very brief description of how OOAMA carries out the

supply portion of its responsibility for the support of its prime aircraft .
The performance of these functions requires a variety of skills.
Warehousemen must be available to handle the supplies .

Numerous clerks

perform the infinite number of computations required and process requisitions .

Electrical accounting machine operators are needed to maintain

inventory records and perform complex computations .

Skilled supply tech-

nicians review requirements, inventory levels, and determine wear-out
and consumption rates.

Truck drivers and fork lift operators move the

supplies and equipment stocked in the depot .

These are but a few of the

skills required .
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING
Another very important part of the prime responsibility is performed
by the Maintenance Engineering Directorate in the depot.
people employed this is by far the largest department .

In number of
About 60 per cent

of the civilian work force are assigned to this Directorate .
This can be compared to the slightly more than 20 per cent employed
in the Supply and Services Directorate ( previously discussed), approximately 1 per cent in procurement functions, and 19 per cent engaged in
housekeeping jobs, and staff and other organizations supporting the main
mission activities .
The Maintenance Engineering Directorate employs most of the mechanics,
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electricians, and similar skilled trade workers eaployed at Hill Field.
There are also aore unique skills in the aaintenance activity such as:
optical and

instr~nt

technicians, industrial, . electrical, and aechanical

engineers, production-control experts, and quality-control inspectors.
The usual coapleaent of clerks and supervisors round out the organization.
The aaintenance work of the prime depot develops in volume as soon
as the first production aircraft coaes off the contractor's line and is
released to the tactical organization.

Considering the preplanning that

aust be done, responsibility actually begins aany aonths prior to this.
The aanaceaent of the depot's pri.e aircraft aaintenance continues as
lone as a single plane of the type is in the Air Force systea even though
no longer being produced .

In other words, for each airplane there is a

logistical job to be done by a depot from the airplane's cradle to its
crave .
The OOAMA responsibility for the B-17, which is rapidly being phased
out of the active inventory, is an example of this continuing responsibility.

This airplane has not been produced for so.e years .

The Ogden Air

Materiel Area aust continually review the logistical position of its pri.e
aircraft (whether F•lOl, F-89, or B-17) fro• the design stage, through the
building of a prototype or ·experiaental aodel, to flight testing (the
stage · to which the Ogden-sponsored F-101 has progressed), and production
and service use

~ the

position of the F-89) , and phase out ( B-17).

Thus,

the Ogden Air Materiel Area has currently, in one aircraft or another,
pri. . aanageaent at eyery stage.

The B-17 is phasing out of the systea,

the F-89 is in production and active use, and the F-101 is about to phase
into the systea.
In considering the depot's supply responsibility it was observed that
the Air Materiel Area aust be ready at the proper ti. . with the required
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aircraft spares to support the operations of the Air Force command using
the depot's prime aircraft.

This is also true for the ground- handling

equipaent that is generally unique to the aircraft that it will support,
and the technical handbooks used by personnel maintaining the aircraft.
The engineering planning and direction required to relate these to sper
cific aircraft is done by the Maintenance Engineering Directorate in the
Air Materiel Area .

This does not cease with the initial production as

there are continual technical improvements being proposed and many incorporated into in-use aircraft, such as the F:89 .
for aircraft in the status of the B-17.

It is even possible

Every suggestion or recommenda-

tion aust be given a detailed engineering review by this Directorate
before it is approved for incorporation either into new production F-89,
or on in-use aircraft under a retrofit program.

As new aircraft are

placed in service and deficiencies are observed by the using organization,
a systea of UR, or Unsatisfactory a&ports, has

b~en

provided to channel

the problem into the prime Air Materiel Area Maintenance Directorate where
an engineering fix is worked out.
The scheduling of production of new F-89 is established by the Headquarters, Air Materiel Command.

The Ogden Air Materiel Area action then

f ·o llows with the preparation of sch.dules for the maintenance support of
the F-89 through IRAN and aodification.

1

Related to this is the responsibility to prepare time-phased schedules for the movement of aircraft from the using organizations to the
depot for overhaul .
1.

The objective is to arrange a schedule that provides

IaAN is the short title for a aaintenance c~ncept of Inspecting and
Replacing as Necessary . This accents the idea that only necessary
repairs will be performed when the airplane is overhauled in a depot .
The previous concept was a much more ex~nsive one that required a
coaplete overhaul as the airplane was processed through the depot
shops. Modification is any change in the configuration of an airplane.
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for a constant percentage of the total inventory of a specific aircraft
to flow through the depot shops for reconditioning or aodification.

Thus,

the using Air Force co..and can keep its coabat effectiveness at a relatively constant level, while cycling one lot after another of its planes
into the depot.
From these IRAN and aodification schedules the using

organizat~ons

know in advance how aany of their F-89 aircraft will be unavailable for
use at any one tiae.

The depots having prime responsibility for comaon-

use iteas such as engines can, on the basis of this guidance, gear their
operations for the proper support of the aircraft.
OOAMA must also develop support plans for the field aaintenance of
its priae aircraft.

This level of aaintenance is stapler than that ac•

coapliahed in the depot shops and is normally performed by the usinl
. ~n1zat1on .
Concurrently with the $stablishaent of aa1ntenance schedules the
priae depot arranges for the facilities where the work will be
pl1shed.

accoa~

A major portion of the F-89 overhaul will generally be done

in the Ogden Air Materiel Area shops .

Where local shop capacities have

already been absorbed by prior commitments, or where the work can be
done aore economically, arrangements can be made for scheduling the airplanes into another depot, or the work may be pe~fbrmed under contract
in the Northrop plant.
In considering the supply facet of depot operation it was observed
that aircraft components, or the "bits and pieces., that go to make up the
caaplete aircraft, also have repair prograas.

It was noted in that dis-

cussion that the d.e pot supply organization computes the quantity of each
itea Air Force-wide that will require repair in a given period.

Some

!teas will be worn out beyond repair, while others will require only
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ainor repairs that can be done by the using organization.
is therefore . .de to

dete~ine

An adjustMnt

.
"
the net nuaber of reparable " carcasses

likely to be received in a given period in the depot.

The Maintenance

Engineering Directorate applies the net repair requireaents against it•
capabil1 ties, manpower and facili t;r-wise, and establishes schedules for
the repair pf the iteaa in the Ogden shops.

Here again, it

requir~aents

are in excess of capacity, or it is aore econoaical to do so, OOAMA aay
arrange for other depots or private contractors to do the repair work.
In the latter case auch of this work aay, froa tiae to tiae, be perforaed
by contractors in the local area.

If the iteas are of a ca.aercial nature

they are generally scheduled for contractual, rather than depot aaintenance aa a aatter of policy.
In thi• discussion the Ogden Air Material Area pri. . respons1b111ties have been related essentially to the F-89 aircraft .
used

••~ely

as an exaaple.

This has been

Much the saae pattern is followed for all the

other iteas for which the depot has priae responsibility.
GEOGRAPHICAL SUPPORT
To this point the prime logistical responsibility of the Ogden Air
Materiel Area has been considered.
f"1)rMd by this coiUI&nd.

One

There are also other functions per-

of considerable iaportance a teas froa the

geographical reaponsib1li ties of the depot .

Since the Ogden Air Materiel

Area covers oxeof the largest geographical areas in the Air Materiel

eo.-

aand, and this area is a logical corridor of eneay approach to the UDited
States, the support of Air Force units in the area takes on added iaportance .

The area extends through eight western states :

Washington, Idaho,

Kontaba, Utah, Wyoaing, Colorado, and North and South Dakota, and all of
Alaska.

Within this territory the Air Force has aany kinds of aircraft

to be aaintained.

It has nuaerous isolated aircraft•control-and-warning
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sites to be supported.
acteristic of the area .

Great variations in weather conditions are charAll of these conditions accentuate the logistical

probleas that must be met by the Ogden Air Materiel Area .

The extent of

the area supervised, the type of Air Force organizations in the area, and
the kind of equipment and supplies they require all have an affect on eaploy..nt at Hill Field.
The Ogden AMA represents the Air Materiel Comaand in assisting or
solving logistical problems .o f the Air Force activities in !ts geographicll'l:·
area.

Teams of supply and •aintenance technicians from Hill Air Force Base

continually visit each installation to give technical help to th,e local organizations.

Any logistical problea, no aatter how large or small,

ceives the attention of these teams.

re ~

If, because of the type of equipment

or aircraft in use, or for other reasons, the problea is beyond the cap•
ability of these technicians or the organizations at Hill Field, the
visitina teu requests assistance fro• the appropriate priae d.e pot or
other A¥C agency.

The bases are encouraged to bring their logistical

probleas at any tiae to Ogden Air Materiel Area.

They are considered to

be the AKA's "custoars" and service to the custoaer, and customer satis-

faction are basic objectives of all OOAMA action.
Frequently organizations in the field will have individual aircraft
requiring overhaul beyond the field capabilities .

Because of lack of

quantity or timing it may not be desirable to keep the airplane inope-r ative until it can be phased into the normal cycle aaintenance program.
In such cases the airplan$ will be repaired in the Ogden shops.

For this

purpose OOAMA has a special shop area set aside for area support on a job•
I

order basis.
OOAMA also maintains saall groups of engineers or technicians with
specialized capabilities to support area bases where noraal activity
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would not require full - t i me utilization at the individual bases .
the engineering plans for major modification, or replacement of

Thus,
tel~phone,

or otber commqnication systems such as, radio-range and marker-beacons for
bases in the area, are prepared at OOAMA.

The engineering guidance is

carried on throughout the construction period and until placed in acceptable operation .

Also, actual overhaul, or construction, or, as in the

case of teletypewriter circuits, maintenance is performed by OOAMA personnel.
Any limitation or reduction in the area responsibilities of OOAMA
would be imaediately reflected in Hill Field employment.

It would affect

persons whose place of work is on the installation, as well as those who
,pend aost of their time on field trips.
of

hig~

This work requires individuals

caliber, and with unique skills not found in any number in the

relatively limited industrial

conc~rns

of the local area .

Opportunity

fQr further employment in and about Ogden would be extremely limited and
they would in most instances migrate to more industr!alized communities.

ZONAL RESPONSIBILITY
A third function of the depot is its zonal responsibility .

~ior

to March 1949 each depot in the Air Materiel Command stocked all classes
of iteas.

Studies indicated that savings could be obtained through in-

ventory reduction if stocks were centralized to a greater degree .
A two-zone plan was instituted March 8; 1949 under which the United
States was divided into two geographical areas, one east and one west of
the Mississippi River .

Each zone was to stock al1 property classes, but

with designated depots in a zone specializing in certain specific classes
of stock (4, p . l36) .

OOAMA has been assigned zonal responsibility for

certain property classes under this concept.

It is charged with depot

aatntenance, storage and distribution , but not commodity management of the
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ite. . in its assigned zonal classes.

Commodity management, it will be

recalled is the principal characteristic of "prime" property class
responsibility.
Prior to the development of the prime concept, all property aana,eaent was performed by Headquarters, Air Materiel Coaaand at Dayton, Qhio.
When thia was decentralized to the depots, world-wide prime, or

commodity~

aanageaent responsibility for each class of property was assigned to a
speclfic depot.

Under the zonal concept the priae depot also performs

the zonal functions for the designated property in its zone with a second depot functioning as an "opposite" or zonal depot in the otheT zone.
The bi-zonal plan has subsequently been modified for certain property
classes where it has been found more effective to have only one depot in
the United States &tore and distribute the item.

In general this excep-

tion has been limited to commercial type items for which local purchase
by the using organization has been authorized.

In such

in~tances

depot

stockage is practically eliminated, except for surplus, reserve, or
teaporary storage requireaents .
OOAMA has western-zonal responsibility for the following classes
of property :
Parts for the B-57 Martin aircraft.
Parts for the F-84 Republic aircraft .
Parts for the C-82, C-119 and common items for these Fairchild
aanufactured aircraft .
The complete R-2800 reciprocating engine .
Training aids instruaents and maintenance parts .
Oomaercial .electrical equipment and maintenance parts .
Electrical supplies.
Flying field night-lighting equipment and maintenance parts .
Electrical wire and cable .
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Photographic aerial equipment and aaintenance parts.
Photographic ground equipment and maintenance parts.
Photographic supplies .
Motion picture equipment and maintenance parts .
Tailored paulina and covers .
Survival equipaent and parachutes .
Railroad equipaent and aaintenance parts .
OOAMA is the stock-control point in the Western Zone for Armypurchased Enaineer Corps items, except spare parts .

It is also the

Western Zone supply point for all of the items for which it has prime
~esponaibility,

as previously aentioned.

In general, zonal responsibil-

ity carries with it a responsibility for the specialized depot-maintenance of the saae iteas.
The nuaber of classes and types of property assianed to the depot
either as priae or zonal have a very significant bearinl on the aaanitude
of workload for the depot, and also the stability

o•

the workload .
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CHAPI'ER I I I
SOME FACTORS AFFECTING EMPLOYMENT AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE

Many factors influence employment at a military depot .

Some are

the product of changes in world affairs that culminate in war, or national
emergency.

Others stem from local depot action .

Still others are the

result of policy changes of higher headquarters, some of which are caused
by changing military concepts .
INFLUENCE OF WAR

The pressures of war bring on a rapid build-up in depot employment.
In the following chapter where

employm~nt

trends are discussed in more

detail, in1tances can be observed where employment increased over 840 per
cent in a twelve-month period . ( This generally occurred in the early months
of the emergency .

It is not possible at that stage to anticipate the pro-

gress of battle , or the extent of the build-up required .

At the same

time supervisors at all management levels , as a 'protective measure, encourage an employment program that will meet all contingencies .
new employees are usually untrained and their production is low .

The
Thus,

many are hired to do the job that only a few will be needed to perform
as proficiency is developed and workload can be accurately forecast.
Quite often the initial build-up is so rapid; and so many employees are
hired, that depot organizations soon pass the point of diminishing return
in adding employees during the initial build-up period .

That point is

reached when new employees are hired faster than they can be trained or
organized, and their presence becomes a liability rather than an asset to
the organization.
Even before the crest of the emergency is reached employment begins
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to decrease in a depot .

This can be traced to over-employment in the

build-up period and the better planning that is done as the war progresses.
The earlier over-eaployment accentuates the reductions required in these
later periods.

At this stage, there is one retarding influence to reduc-

ing employment .

This is the strong tendency on the part of practically

all supervisors to retain more workers than necessary as insurance against
sudden additions in workload in the future .

There is also evidence that

so.. supervisors intentionally retain excess personnel as a cushion against future reductions.
With the end of the emergency the pendulum swings too far in the
direction of rapid reductions in work force.

Reductions would be expected

to generate at the organizational level where the work is performed and
~

commensurate with reductions in workload .

They rarely happen in this

aanner, however, because of the normal supervisor resistance to releasing workers as aentioned above .

Thus, reductions in eaployaent levels

in the post-emergency period are invariably directed by higher headquarters either because of the obvious overmanning in this period of
declining workloads, or because of budgetary limitations. · such directed
reductions are seldom related to local work requirements and therefore
tend to be overly drastic .

Some rehiring often follows later as depot

operations -adjust to peacetime conditions and the longer-term workload
can be gaged .
These violent fluctuations that occur during, or imaediately fol•
lowing periods of war, or siailar national emergencies, are difficult to
control.

They unquestionably affect the coamunity to a very material

degree economically.

The nature of the causes and the environment in

which they occur leave little room for constructive co.munity action.
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TECHNOLOGICAL AND MANAGEMENT IIIFROVEIIENTS

In the normal peacetime operation of Hill Field there are technological or management improvements being applied so.e place in the
o~ganization

force .

at all times ,

They of necessity affect some of the work

If of sufficient magnitude, either individually or cuaulatively,

they may result in overall reductions in employment.
istrato~s

The depot admin-

aake a special effort to relocate workers whose jobs are

eliminated in order not to discourage or retard improveaents in the
future, and because of the value of the individual's skills to the
service .

With the exception of those improveaents of exceptional mag-

nitude, locally-directed operating efficiencies seldom result in immediate discharge of workers.

They often permit the assumption of aore

workload without the normal increase in personnel.

The

pe~sonnel

sav-

ings are applied in soae instances to accoaplish work not previously
performed because of personnel limitations, or work that is being done
by aore costly aeans such as overtime, with correspondingly higher pay
rates.

Often the personnel savings are used to perform new functions

for which additional manpower authorizations either have not, or cannot,
be provided.
Records at Hill Air Force Base indicate that technological and
management improvements have seldom resulted in the direct discharge of
workers .

Some improveaents, of course, result solely in material savings

and do not affect labor at all.
The operating improvements are quite substantial in the course of
a year.

The Comptroller, Headquarters, Ogden Air Materiel Area reported

to higher headquarters savings totalling $6,171,200 . 22 in 1954 .
includes materiel as well as labor savings.

This

Although in those instances

where workers are actually released the community may be affected

A~·
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adversely, in the
aunity .

the iaprovements substantially favor the coa-

aggreg~te

The Air Materiel eo-and is strongly cost-ainded ,

possible work is allocated to the aost efficient depot.

Whenever

Manageaent at

Hill Field is aware of this and tries to provide an ataosphere conducive
to the development of such iaproveaents.

Where substantial savings can

be shown the depot comaand at Hill Field is in an advantageous position
to request additional work that would otherwise be assigned to coapetitive
depots in the Air Materiel Coaaand .
IIAJOR PEACETIIIB FACI'ORS

The aajor fluctuations in Hill Field eaployaent in peacetiae have
resulted froa aanageaent decisions originating in the Headquarters of the
Air :Materiel CollliUlnd and the United States Air Force.

These have gener ...

ally been decisions effecting internal realignments in the logistical
system, or changes in operating procedures .

Soae of the principal

changes of this nature that have occurred in recent years will be pre•
sented in the balance of this chapter as examples of how such changes
take place .

This is presented as a background for the aaterial in

Chapter IV.
The Decentralization Program
The Air Materiel Co..and Decentralization Program has been the most
important single factor affecting Hill Field eaployment in recent years .
The program was developed by the Headquarters, Air Materiel Command, and
substantially coapleted in a period of two years .

The plan of decentral-

ization was originated in the early period of the Korean conflict with
aain iapleaentation occurring in 1952, and continuing on through 1954.
The final phases will probably not be completely iapleaented at Hill

Field for several aore years.
Before discussing the specifics of Decentralization, the author
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believes that a brief consideration of the status of the Air Force logistical system in 1950 and 1951 is worth-while.

In any event it should

assist the reader in understanding the reasons why the Decentralization
took

plac~ .

With the outbreak of the Korean conflict in June 1950 a tre.andous
load was placed upon the Air Force logistical systea.

At the same

t~me

that a full-fledged military engagement bad to be supported in the Far
East, the Air Force was . required to deliver on relatively short order,
aircraft and related materiel to outfit substantially coap1ete air
forces in most of the free countries of Europe.

In addition, . the Air

Force was to expand froa 49 wings in 1949 to the stated objective of a
143-wing goal authorized just after the Korean conflict began.

The Air

Materiel eom.and was at the tiae, and still is, the sole agency responsible for providing the procurement, supply and maintenance support tor
the United States Air Force.

The requirement to support the three aajor

objectives siaultaneously was an alaost insuraountable job for the Air
Materiel Command.
It might be asked why an organization, the purpose of which is to
ae~t

such emergencies, should be overtaxed when the emergency arrives.

To understand this it is only necessary to consider the public attitude
toward military preparedness at the end of World War II.

The nation

had apparently won the last great war that would end all futute wars.
The general feeling of the country was that the objective had been fully
achieved and all danger to United States' security el1ainated.

Soae aay

have doubted if it had been done for all time, but aany of these acreed
that the job had been taken care of for the foreseeable future.

There

was a strong desire to eliminate all traces of the war, ftot the least
of which was a substantial. ailitary organization.

This thinking developed
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a deaand by the general public for an iamediate demobilization with a
sharp reduction in defense activities and their costs of operation .
In response to that deaand the Air Materiel Command dissolved auch
of its capability by the wholesale release of trained, experienced personnel.

It further econoaized by centralizing its administration and auch

of its

o~rations

in the Dayton, Ohio area .

nesses were apparent :Ln the AMC

~perations

By early 1952 serious weakwhich raised a question as to

the advisability of continuing the . centralized organizational concept .
It was apparent that the AMC headquarters organization, as then constituted, had reached, or even passed, its capacity to expand consistent with
the growth of the Air Force.
Since the reasons for this limitation are material, tne major ones
are summarized here.

To a aore limited degree soae of these are relevant

to Hill Field as factors that could restrict its future growth.
There was a very limited nuaber of qualified personnel in the Dayton
area to meet the very large demand for highlY qualified
administrators, and technicians.

supervisors~

Being a highly industrialized area many

other local businesses were also competing tor the few available personnel.
Office facilities were seriously overcroded and f:ew were available
in the locality to meet the rapidly expanding need for additional space,
The huge volume of paper work flowing into the centralized operation
was exceeding a million pieces per month and was fast becoming unmanageable.
The concentration of operating functions caused policy and planning
to be slighted.
Flexibility and the capability to expand to meet increased logistical requirements were limited.
The centralization and concentration of activi.ties subjected the
Air Force logistical system to serious strategic vulnerability .
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It became apparent to the top management of the Air Materiel Command
at Dayton that the resources of the Command could be utilized more effectively .

By retaining policy and management control !unctions in the

Headquarters, Air Materiel Command at Dayton, and decentralizing operational functions and supporting services, greater efficiency and economy
of operation could be effected throughout the Air Materiel Command.

De-

cisions could be made faster, supervision could be iaproved and better
guidance could be provided subordinate organizations .

By transferring

operating functions from the headquarters it was conceived that management could give more attention to policy and control, heretofore neglected
to a degree, and they could be strengthened and greatly improved .
Prior to this time installations such as Bill Air Force Base were
essentially central supply points and depot-lev.el _.intenance centers .
During World War II the Ogden installation had become a sizeable activity
despite this limited nature of its operations .
The impleaentation of the decentralization concept brought enlarged
responsibilities and increased the work force at Ogden .

Perhaps even

more important to its long-term operation, it brought to the depot a
greater control over its own operations and further

ass~rance

of con-

tinued operation at a substantial level of activity..
Headquarters, AMC operations were so vast and complex; that the
separation of those functions and organizations to be decentralized to
subordinate commands could not be effected suddenly .

It was necessary

to proceed with the movement in increments over a period of several years.
At the end of 1954 there were still some functional areas to be decentralized .

It is indicated that these will be added to the depot aission

as the details and problems of transfer are finalized.
Supply Decentralization.

The first, and in nuabers of employees,
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t ·he largest to be· deeentra:l:i:-ze<l to the

ment function .
for

t~ose

O~n

With thi-s transf-er the Depot

depot ·-was ·the supply manage~came

items in which it was prime, such as:

training devices, wheels, brakes, struts, etc .
depot was responsible for:

a COIQilodity manager

the F-89 aircraft,
Under this concept the

the computation of quantitative requirements,

the preparation of budget estimates to meet those requirements, the preparation of the Buyer's Guide Which lists all the items and the quantities
of each that will be required during a given year , initiating purchase
documents on items which must be procured, coordinating with procurement
agencies on delivery schedules, price adjustments, shipping instructions,
and contract status, controlling tne distribution and redistribution of
all items in its prime class category, and all the related actions necessary to insure that its commodities are available when, where; and in
the quantity needed by the tactical and strategic Air Forces .

.

The Ogden depot was initially assigned nine sub-classes involving
32,642 items with an estimated procurement cost in 1952 of 69.4 million
dollars .

This resulted in an initial increase in the work foJ!ce in June

1952 of some 90 persons .

About half the positions were filled by per-

sons transferred from Dayton to Ogden, the balance coming from outside
recruitment and promotions from within .
As a basis for the assignment of property classes to .specific depots
consideration was given to the following elements:

commodity grouping,

vulnerability, location of the depot with respect to the manufacturer's
principal place of business, depot facilities, maintenance requirements,
space availability, future expansibility, engineering facilities, and
the depot's public-works budget .
Decentralization of Military Defense Aid Program.

Military Defense

Aid Program functions related to the depot's prime classes weJ!e ·
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decentralized concurrently with the general supply functions previously
discussed.

In this area the depot was assigned responsibility for pre-

paring budget

estimat~s,

compiling the Buyer's Guide of items required

to support the Foreign Air Program, determining mobilization requirements,
and carrying out special projects related to the program.
Maintenance

Decentrali~ation .

The initial phase of the supply

portion of the Decentralization Program was completed by December 1952 ,
The decentralization of maintenance functions was much slower in getting
started .

It was not until September 1952 that the first maintenance

functions were transferred to the Ogden Air Materiel Area.

Indicative

of these new maintenance responsibilities assumed by OOAMA in connection
with its prime class items are the following :
Approval of engineering change proposals.
Providing Air Force-wide technical assistance.
Making engineering acceptance inspections .
Determining Air Force-wide requirements for test and support
equipment .
Determining training requirements to support its prime equipment.
Responsibility for investigating and processing accident and
technical reports.
Determining equipment modification and modernization requirements.
Preparing work specifications .
Planning and scheduling overhaul, reconditioning, and

modifica~

tion in support of the contractual maintenance program .
Determining requirements for Qandbooks and parts catalogs and
establishing schedules for their printing .
Subsequently some control of production functions were decentralized
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under which OOAMA determined the program and
craft for depot in-serviCe reconditioning .

sch~duled

specified air•

Late in 1952 OOAMA was given

responsibility for preparing the Master Repair Schedules for its prime
equipaent and materiel.

By the end of 1952 OOAMA was developing its

own layouts and preparing production schedules for aircraft engines .
During this period it had also established a technical staff capable of
providing industrial engineering consultant services to other Air Force
activities .

The initial cadre of personnel transferred fro. Dayton with

the decentralization of aaintenance functions totalled 24 with 40 positiohS finally authorized up to the end of 1954 .
Procureaent Decentralization.
i~ation

The iapleaentation of the decentral-

plan was less pronounced and occurred aore gradually in the field

of procureaent.

The depot has for a good many years procured so called

"local purchase" iteJRS which are essentially coaaercial-type supplies
and aateriel used in its internal operations .

Even prior to the decen-

tralization it had executed its own coaaercial contracts for the repair
of Jaateriel and equipment that, either because of the nature of the
itea, or because it was more economical to do so, were scheduled to
co..ercial contractors rather than to the depot shops .

The decentral-

ization of procurement functions was mainly a transfer Qt responsibility
for the execution of call contracts .

These cover foll.ow-on spare parts

and coaponents required to support the aircraft in use by the tactical
organizations .

This occurs where original estimates for parts were too

loW, or where a subsequent increase in the prograa increased the original
requirements .
In addition to call contracts two comaodity groups, aircraft hydraulic struts and actuating cylinders, and school supplies, were assigned
to Ogden for prime procureaent.
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Because of iaportant policy considerations and certain procedural
problems it has never been deemed advisable to include
tr•cting in the decentralization concept .

airfr~e

con-

However, the administration

of the contracts after execution has been assuaed by the depot .

With

the passage of time the depot has also participated to a greater degree
in airframe contract negotiations .
Additional procurement responsibilities were given OOAMA in the fall
of 1953 when the Headquarters, Air Materiel Comaand released to all depots
the supervision of the procurement regions and plant representative organizations in the field .

These are the organizations which administer

the contracts in the field after they are executed by the Headquarters,
AMC.

The procurement regions administer the many small contracts in
designated geographic areas while each Plant Representative performs the
same function for specified large airframe or prime contractor.

With

this functional transfer the Ogden Air Materiel Area was assigned the
Northrop Aircraft plant at Los Angeles and the McDonnell plant at St.
Louis.

The first produces the F-89 airplane for the Air Force and the

latter the F-101, an advanced supersonic fighter aircraft .
For some reason, not apparent, Ogden did not receive regional procurement responsibilities in its geographical area (eight states of
Washington, Idaho, Utah , Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, North Dakota and
South Dakota) as did the other depots for their areas.

Although the

Ogden depot had been responsible in this area for Air Force supply and
.aintenance matters for a number of years, the direction of procurement
functions in the area was divided between two other major depots.

In

late 1954 the exception was corrected with the assignment of this procurement area to the Ogden AMA to be effective January 1, 1955 .

By tbis
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time this action was technically not a decentralization of function but
rather a transfer between depots .

Under the original decentralization

program procurement responsibilities in the Ogden geographical area

wer~

divided between the Oklahoma City and Sacramento Air Materiel Areas.
The number of workers mentioned in specific instances in connection
with a decentralized function is only the initial cadre .

By February

1953 a net increase of 230 in the work force was directly attributable
to the decentralization program.

This covered initial transfers of per-

sonnel authorizations, and in some instances, persons, for the mission
functions and for some supporting organizations such as Statistical Services, the reporting workloads of which also increased with the decentralization.

That is, this was the number of additional manpower authoriza-

tions granted Ogden AMA by the Headquarters , Air Materiel Command specifically in support of the decentralization program (See Table 1).

In

many instances additional personnel were needed to perform the decen•
tralization functions .

These were obtained by internal depot readjustments.

Assumption of Alaskan Air Command Logistical Support
Early in 1954 a realignment of responsibilities between two depots,
the Sacramento Air Materiel Area and the Ogden Air Materiel Area, further enlarged Ogden responsibilities.
support of the Alaskan Air Command.

In this case it involved the
Recognizing the advantages to be

gained by centering that responsibility at Ogden, a point geographically
closer to the user, the Air Materiel

Comaa~d

transfer of this responsibility to OOAMA.

Headquarters directed the

By February 18, 1954 a trans•

fer plan had been developed between the two depots which provided, among
other things, that the actual transfer would be effective April 1, 1954 .
As a result of this transfer the Ogden depot became an important

factor in the support of Air Force organizations outside the continental
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limits of the United States.

It required the establishaent of an Over-

seas Shipaent Control Office within the Directorate of Supply and Services
at Ogden to monitor and control all shipments of Air Force supplies and
materiel to the Alaskan theater .
Aaong the proble.a assuaed was the unique requirement for the support of Project Mona Lisa .

This project concerns the support of the

aany Air Force installations in Alaska that are located on the outer
perimeter of the territory .

Lack of transportation facilities limit

the movement of supplies to two media :

air and water .

The air supply
l

of these installations is restricted by weather, terrain, and limitations on the quantity and bulk of supplies that can be transported .
water routes are open only a few weeks during each summer.

The

This means

that each installation must obtain practically all the supplies needed
to support it for an entire year in one shipment .
~e

Mona Lisa project thus requires the computation of all require-

. .nts for all these installations for a full year in advance .

Supplies

are either procured or furnished froa stock and are assembled at the
Seattle Port to be transported by a sea train of barges to the destinations .

As only one trip can be aade each year, all supplies must be in

place prior to the shipment date and the destinations must be accurately
identified • . Any items overlooked can become a serious problea as air
ship.ent can be used only for items of relatively saall bulk and weight.
Many of the iteas such as petroleum products and foodstuffs are extreaely
bulky.

Thousands of tons aust be transported under this project and must

be unloaded at coastal points without adequate harbor facilities and under
the aost difficult conditions.
In addition to the job of procuring, assembling, controlling • and
aoving supplies for the Alaskan Air Coaaand to the port, OOAMA also
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assu.ed responsibility for providing technical assistance.

Field teaas

of aaintenance and supply specialists spend many days in the Alaskan area
training and advising local personnel in technical supply and maintenance
procedures.
The initial increase in the Ogden work force was only 24 personnel
(23 civilians and 1 officer).
workload .

This covered only a small part of the new

The organizations at Hill Field that are directly concerned

with the support of the Alaskan Air Comaand are also responsible for the
saae functions- in the eight states in the Ogden Air Materiel Area.

Be-

cause of this dual responsibility and subsequent fluctuations in workload, it is not possible to segregate the total personnel that was
finally needed to aeet Alaskan requireaents .

Hill Field authorities

state that it is substantially greater than the initial cadre earmarked
for the purpose .
Transfer of

!:!!

Priae Responsibility

About the saae tiae that the new responsibilities for the support of
the Alaskan theater were assumed an attrition of other responsibilities
was taking place at Hill Field .
For some time prior to this OOAMA was the prime depot for B-26
aaintenance. : ~

This aircraft is a World War II bomber, now obsolete,

which is being phased out of the Air Force system .

It was used ex-

tensively in the Korean conflict and many were reconditioned for delivery
to allied countries under the Foreign Aid Program .

In the past many of

these B-26rs had been overhauled or reconditioned in the Hill Field shops.
In February 1954 the Headquarters, AMC directed the transfer of logistical
responsibility for this aircraft to the San Bernardino Air Materiel Area.
The transfer only affected commodity-manage. .nt responsibilities .

Repair

and aaintenance work performed in the Ogden shops was to continue for the

sa
ti.e being , but under the direction of the San Bernardino AMA .

In this

instance no transfer of employees or manpower authorizations was made as
internal adjustments of workload in each of the depots eliminated the need
for such a transfer.

Although no immediate decre ase in personnel occurred,

the loss of control over the maintenance program for the B-26 could affect
eaployaent at Hill Field in the future .
Optical Repair Shop
Indicative of the wide range of skills employed at Hill Air force
Base is the repair an production of optics and instruments of a similar
· nature, in the optical repair shop which was activated in June 1954.
This was a new responsibility granted OOAMA at that time by the Head•
quarters, Air Materiel Command .
The first project for this shop was the repair of 5,077 items consisting of sextants, driftmeters and bubble chambers (1, p.ll9).

This

optical shop was started With nine optical technicians formerly employed
at the Ogden Arsenal, and by the end of 1954 employed 24 persons.
original nine workers became available when the Army installation
continued optical type work and released the workers.

The
dis~

The fortuitous

assignment to OOAMA of work requiring similar skills aade it possible
to retain in the Ogden Area the unique skills of these people which
would otherwise have been lost for lack of local employment.
Should a private concern requiring similar skills be interested ' in
starting business in the area there is a~ailable a potential source of
~

skilled workmen soae of whom could undoubtedly be encouraged to transfer .
This could in the future be an important

incentiv~

for the location of a

new industry in the area.
Federal Cataloging Program
This prograa is not limited to Hill Field nor the Air Force as it
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applies to all defense agencies.
The Federal Cataloging Prograa originated with the Defense Cataloging and Standardization Act (Public Law 436, 82nd Congress) .
to all agencies of the Department of Defense.

It applies

Its purpose, in brief, is

to deYelop for the Departaent of Defense a single catalog systea for all
supplies and a related supply standardization prograa.

This aeans the

utilization of the saae stock number and identification data froa initial
requireaents through final disposal, by all supply functions within the
Departaen.t of Defense.

The Air Force took the first step to iapleaent

its part of the prograa with the publication of a directive to all Air
.Force activities on August 7, 1952 (2lS).

lfor.k was still in progress at

the end of 1954 and supervisors at Hill Field estiaate that it will take
several aore years before all iteaa can be classified on a current basis.
The Federal Cataloging Program has important iaplications to a depot
because of the "priae" c.o ncept which controls auch of the workload.

Each

depot is assigned certain property classes for which it is "priae".

That

is, property for which it acts as the coaaodity manager to procure, store,
repair and issue to the Air Force tactical or strategic organizations for
use or consuaption .

The number of prime classes assigned, type of pro-

perty in each class, nuaber of iteas in a class, coaplexity of iteas,
need for, or frequency of repair, are all material in determining depot
workload .
In carrying out this prograa the Air Force is converting all its
existing property classes, stock numbers and itea descriptions to the
Federal Supply Classification.

Many instances arise where several Air

Force property classes are involved in a single Federal Catalog class.
This aean.s that certain items currently contained in aultiple Air Force
property classes will ultiaately be transferred to a single Federal
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Classification.

In such instances items and responsibility will be with-

drawn from the depot having prime or zonal control of the Air Force property class concerned and transferred to the depot assigned responsibil;L1J
for the particular Federal Supply Classification class .
The conversion

to~

and utilization of the Federal Cataloging Systea

will affect the existing property class assignments at depot level.

Con-

sequently, certain iteas currently contained in Air Force property classes
will, through the conversion process, beco. . the responsibility of a depot
other than the one at which stock is currently located .

The regrouping

of property classes will also require the relocation or rewarehousing of
stocks on hand in the depot to correspond with the Federal Supply Classification.
The number of classes of property ultiaately assigned to the Ogden
depot will have a bearing on supply, maintenance, and management functions.
The type of property in each assigned class is also very important to
depot workload.

If a class is composed of items like airplane brakes, or

iteas whose aaintenance is largely sheet metal work, either of Which can
generally be aaintained by the using organization, the workload w;Lll not
generate in the depot.

Even aore complicated iteas such as radio com-

aunications sets will often receive much of their repair in the tactical
organization.

This is true where adequate test equipment has been

ized as standard for all using organizations.

author~

If the class covers pro-

perty normally used commercially then it will generally be repaired
locally by co. .ercial contract rather than in the depot shops .

With

some co-ercial types of property, such as motor vehicles, even the parts
Will be provided by the contractor .

Thus 1 for such pr.o perty classes,

there will be no stockage aaintained and little supply or maintenance
work for the prime depot.
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Monetary Inventory Accounting
One of the aore recent innovations to be introduced at Hill Field
is aonetary inventory accounting.

In September 1953 30 manpower spaces

were authorized to establish and operate the first phase of the new systea.
During 1954 24 additional spaces were granted Hill Field to iapleaent subsequent phases.
Before the introduction of aonetary inventory accounting, or MIA
( redesignated Financial Inventory Accounting, or FIA, in January 1955
because of conflict with abbreviation for "Missing in Action"), inventory
records

we~e

aaintained solely on an itea basis.

Under that systea when

budgetary estiaates were prepared in a depot, the dollar value of stock
on hand, or in the systea, was not available.
ained on an itea basis.

Requireaents were deter-

Then, after the deduction of existing inventory

on an itea basis , the conversion was aade to dollars for the budget coaputation.

Obviously under this procedure it was of little concern to. the

aanager if the inventory was loaded with high cost, but little•used iteas.
Nor was it always apparent to those responsible that in some

i~ventory

accounts, on the basis of dollar turnover of stock, there was the
alent of thirty, or forty, or more, year's supply of property.

equiv~

With the

inforaation now available froa the aonetary inventory systea the supply
aanager can pinpoint where inventory value is out of line with inventory
turnover.
By the end of 1954 the MIA system had only been impleaented in the
depots .

The initial phase was liaited to central stocks stored in the

aajor depots like the Ogden Air Materiel Area.

The second phase provided

for the inclusion of stocks used to support internal depot operations,
such as the aircraft and accessory aaintenance perforaed in the depot ,.~ saops .
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Eventually aonetary inventory accounting
Force activities.

~ill

be applied to all Air

It will be several years before this can be carried

out and the full value of the systea becoae apparent.

Unquestionably it

should reduce costs in a depot through better inventory aanagement.

It

should also result in lower inventories which aay have some slight effect
on d$pot eaployaent.

That is, if surplus

o~

otherwise useless or excess

stocks are disposed of less people will be required to store and preserve
supplies.

Personnel savings will, of course, be relatively ainor coa-

pared to the savings in supplies and aateriel costs.
SUMMARY

There is an infinite variety of factors that have affected the aagnitude of operations at Hill Field in recent years .

A few of the major

ones bave been discussed in this chapter to illustrate this point .

Some

have a relatively small impact in the beginning, but materially affect
operations over a long period.

Others reduce employment initially but

in the long run aay result in increased eaployaent at Hill Field.
The Decentralization Prograa was a shift of workload from a higher
headquarters that not only increased eaployment 1 but changed the wbole
concept of its operation.

It placed the depot in the management business

where heretofore it had been limited to operational aspects alone.

It

gave the depot a greater control over its future, as well as its current
workload.
The assumption of Alaskan Air Command support was a transfer of
workload froa another depot to Hill Field.

The initial increase in ea-

ployaent was noainal, but the long-range effects, which could not be
explored in the liaitations of this study, could be very important.
The transfer of B-26 responsibility was a loss to Hill Field and
a pin to another depot.

Although the actual personnel iaplications
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could not be traced as of the tiae of the
that the long-term

~·ffects

transf~r,

it can be assu.ed

could mean a loss to Hill Field..

In any event

it placed control of certain shop workload at Hill Field in the hands of
another depot

whic~

could affect the future workload .

If a similar trans-

fer should be llade in the case of the F-89, and if it can be done with one
airplane it could well happen With another, it would seriously affect the
Ogden Area.
The activation of the optical repair facilities was accomplished
with manpower spaces obtained through internal savings in the depot.
Other than that it is of interest because of the untque skills that can
be retained in the
to

utili~e

c~unity

where authority can be obtained by the depot

them for necessary work .

The Federal Cataloging Program is illustrative of factors that
erate in sources far afield from the Air Force.
it has

~d

gen~

In its implementation

little or no effect on depot employment .

Because of the

nature of the Air Fo-rce supply system its long-term implications to Hill
Field and the Ogden Area are extremely important .
The Monetary Inventory Accounting procedure has been presented as
an exaaple of a procedural change in depot operations.
added materially to the white•collar work force :
54 accountants and clerks.

Its implementation

a minimum of at least

The long-term effect is difficult to fore-

cast.
It would be advantageous in this study if the number of personnel
involved could be related directly to each factor that has been discussed,
Soae indication can be obtain6d from Table 1, following, but on the whole
this materially understates the effect on eaployment .

The manning records

at Hill Field are not aaintained in such form as to permit a

reconstruc~

tion of the manpower requirements for specific functions within an
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organiz•tion.
Functions aust often be assuaed and perfor..d long before additional
aanpower spaces . can be allocated.

This results in internal shifts of

personnel to .eet the requireaents, and such transfers are not recorded
in total for the specific functions .

Such records as are prepared are

seldoa retained after the manJting problea has been satisfied .

Frequent

and continual transfers of eaployees between functions are made to ..et

the shifting workloads .

Generally the effects of major factors are

phased over long periods of time and eaployees, and the manpower authorizations for their eaployment, aust be obtained from any available source
as the work progresses.
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Table 1.

A suaaary of additional manpower authorizations granted the
Ogden Air Materiel Area for new functions froa June 1952 to
December 1954 by the Headquarters, Air Materiel eo...nd

Functions To Be Manned
DeceRtralization of Supply Property
Classes 28, 03, and 01 froa Hq AKC

NWiber of Manpower
Authorizations
Granted

Date
Authorization
Grant•d

88

June 1952

Decentralization of AF Purchase
Request•Military Interdepartaental
PR Control Function

2

June 1952

Appropriations Accoun~ing Functions
related to Decentralized CeRtral
Procureaent

1

July 1952

Decentralization of Supply
PackagiRg Function

1

July 1952

Decentralization of Supply
Requirements Analysis Function

2

July 1952

Statistical Service Functions in
Support of Decentralized Supply
Functions

3

July 1952

Decentralization of Supply Property
Class 26 Functions

3

August 1952

Decentralization of Supply Requirements and Distribution Functions

4

Septeaber 1952

31

September 1952

Decentralization of Maintenance
Engineering Functions
Dece~tralization of Supply Requireaents and Distribution Functions

4

October 1952

Decentralization of Maintenance
Engineering Functions

9

Noveaber 1952

Decentralization of Supply
Provisioning Functions

1

Noveaber 1952

Decentralization of Supply Requireaents and Distribution Functions

9

Noveaber 1952

Deceatt~lization of Supply Requireaents and Distribution Functions

25

Deceaber 1952

61

NUIIber of Maapo-.r
Authorizations
Granted

Date
Authorizattol)
Granted

Establisbaent of USAF Property
Disposal School at Rill Field

2

Deceaber 1952

Decentralization of Supply Require~
aents and Distributioa Functiona

1

February 1953

Decentralization of P.roc~eaent
Status Report Functioas to Support
Decentralized Supply Functions

1

May 1953

Functions To Be Manned

Iap1e~ntation of Monetary Iaventory
Accountiag Systea

30

Septeaber 1953

Decentralization of Procureaent
Functions

43

October 1953

Decehtralization of Procureaeat
Functions

2

Iapleaentation of Mechaai-.d
Reporting Systea

Moveaber 195:J
Noveaber 1953

Activation of Assistant for
Progr..aing Function

10

l)eceaber 1953

Iapleaentation of Phase II of
Monetary Inventory Accounting
Systea ·

19

April 1954

Activation of Overseas Moattoring
Office

9

April 1954

Iapleaentation of AMC Work
Keasureaent PrograJI

4

April 1954

Iaple. .ntation of Geaeral
Ledger Accounting System

4

July 1954

14

July 1954

Assuaption of Logistic Support of
Alaskan Air Ooaaand
Decentralization of Maiate~ce
TecQnical Order Function

5

Septeaber 1954

Iapleaentation of General Ledger
Accounting Systea.

6

Septeaber 1954

Decentralization of Technical Order
Function - Maintenance

5

October 1954

Deceatralization of Technical
Order Function - Supply

3

October 1954
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Functiens TG Be Manned

Nuaber of Manpower
Authorizations
Granted

Date
Authorizat1GJ1
Granted

Iaple. .ntation of Monetary
Inventory Accounting Systea

4

October 19S4

Iapleaentation of Electronic
Data Processing Study

4

Noveaber 19S4

Iapleaentation of Monetary
Inventory Accounting Transaction
Analysis Function

1

Deceaber 19S4

Total
Source:

3SS
Manpower and Organization Division, Coaptroller, Headquarters,
Ogden Air Materiel Area .

CHAPTER IV
HILL AIR FORCE BASE AND THE OGDBN AREA EOONOIIY

The growth of a co..uAity is priaarily dependent upon the econoaic
advantages it enjoys over coapetitive comaunities .
iaply that teaporary exceptions cannot exist.

This is not aeant to

The early developaent of

Utah following the Moraon aigration to the State was one exception where
a comaunity was able to overcoae its disadvantages .

This was an exaaple

of a ca.-unity that developed a broad industrial base and achieved relatiTe self-sufficiency through its isolation, lack of external transportation, religious appeal, and the driving force of the leader, Brighaa
Youna (24, p . 479) .
This challenge to basic econoaic force could not continue indefinitely.

With iaproved transportation facilities the veil of econoaic

isolation was lifted and coapetitive forces c..e into play.

Now the

econoay of the area is bound to the aore liaited base of aining, steel,
agriculture, and federal defense depots .

Such exceptions as the early

Moraon econoay are only teaporary phenoaena .
Productive agents such as raw aaterials, fuel, power, an adequate
I

labor force, land (with development possibilities), and the ~~~orable
. '
location of the coaaunity with respect to r•lated eleaents of the econoay
are representative of the natural advanta,.s of the coaaunity.

Having a

coapetitive advantage in these, accelerated growth awaits the ability of
the ca.aunity to exploit their use .
exploitation is

tha~

Not the least of the proble. . of

of disposing of the products of industry.

This is

especially true in the illteraountain area because of its sparse population.

Parenthetically , it can be observed that the presence of such
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unique industry as the large defense installations facilitate such disposal.
This results not only froa the resulting increased population, but also
through the direct deaand for products to support the depot operations.
Since an area is seldo• blessed with a plethora of all the productive
agents, its sound growth is relative to the degree to which it specializes
in those activities providing the aost favorable coaparative advantage.
Such specialization should seldom be developed to the nth degree.

~e

greater the specialization the more the cOJIUiunity becoaes vulnerable tQ
changing economic conditions, and the 110re it beoa.es subject to the
coapetitive influences of outside co.munities, or, as in the case of the
Ogden Area, with the predominance of goverttaent installations, the more
l

it is affected by changing international relations or national policies.
Governaent cannot foresee its future need for armament .

It is limited!

for exaaple, in the extent to which it can afford to aaintain storage
aircraft that aay becOII& obsoletei and when need arises, it cannot delay.
Because of the high percentage of total Ogden Area employed who work in
defense installations the influences of world tension, or lack of tension,
on area employment are of aore than usual importance.
Once the desirability of emphasizing the favorable econoaic

advan~

tages is recognized the progressive community, insofar as possible,
considers the type of industry that should be encouraged for the greatest
econoaic advantage.
two classes.

For this purpose industry can be categorized into

In one would be the basic, or population.. groWth industries.

In the other group would fall the secondary, or

populatton•susta~ning

industries.
Many fallaciously believe that basic industries are only those that
are concerned directly with the production of physical goods.

Where this

preaise is accepted, the conclusion is generally made that only physical-
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production industries can fundaaentally provide the base for an area's
long-tera growth .

The corollary belief follows that only this type of

industry should be encouraged by a coaaunity; or at least, that only this
type warrants the active proaotional efforts of

th~

coaaunity .

Represent-

ative of this thinking is the co. .ent in a study of the Utah economy by
the Industrial Com.ission of Utah, and others, in 1950 that :
There has been a trend toward a greater percentage of jobs
in the service industries, due in no saall . .asure to the location in the state of government supply depots such as those
near Ogden and Tooele . Despite this trend, the ability of a
state or an area to suppc:>rt a given population is determined by
the developaent of the physical producing industries. For this
reason more emphasis is placed on such industries, in an effort
to determine growth and develop.ent or even to aeasure business
activity fro• aonth to aonth (13, p.3).
The author recognizes that it is not always possible to designate
clearly an industry as being in one class or the other .

Soae goveruaent

activities such as teaching, or the administration of governaent services,
may be merely population-sustaining to a coaaunity .

Others, such as the

local government installations, are siailar in their effect on a coamunity to the steel or coal industries and are definitely populationgrowth in their effect on the Ogden Area .

Similarly the portion of the

railroad activity in the Ogden Area that services local require. .nts would
be population-sustaining.

The balance of the railroad efforts would be

population-growth in nature.

Indicating that the position of the defense

depots as basic industries was recognized in Utah as early as the postwar
years is the comaent in 1946 of Mr. J. R. Mahoney, Director of the University of Utah Bureau of Economic and Business Research .

In speaking of

the defense depots, he said,
To the ~xtent that military activities continue, they will
occupy a position similar to basic industries and will give a
broader base to the postwar econoay of the state (19, p.l6).
The author of the Industrial Comaission study of 1950 obviously did not
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anticipate the garrison econoay that exists today both nationally as well
as in the Ogden Area.

At this later date there is every indication that

the garrison econo•y, irrespective of its .erits or deaerits, will remain
for some ti.. to coae.

Its effect on the national econoay, witness Mr.

Keynes and his theory of government
basic industry .

expe~diture,

is siailar to that of

Defense installations, as the local expression of the

garrison economy, aust also be accepted as basic industries.
It is submitted that aanufacturing, agriculture, a1ning, governaental activities such as the installations .entioned above, and that
portion of the railroad activity in the area not the result of localservice requireaents, would fall in the category of basic, or populationgrowth industry .

Trade, real estate, utilities, and service activities

would generally be classified as secondary , or population-sustaining.
The population-growth, or basic industries, have a aefinite aulti•
plier effect on the econo.y of a co. .unity .
effect is the eaploy.ent in

p~oducing

In part this aultiplier

and deliverinc aaterials of all

kinds for the work ot the basic industry, and in the
associated services .

pe~foraance

of

a~l

It is also the eaploy.ent resulting froa the ex-

penditures of all those who receive their inca.e froa the outlays involved
in the direct priaary eaployment in the basic industry and the indirect
priaary eaploy. .nt of supporting industry that produces and delivers
aaterials and services to the basic industry.

The increased

expendit~es

froa these inco. .s, which include rents, interest, and profits, as

~ll

as wages, generally increase production and e•ployaent .
The degree to which eaplor-ent in a basic industry deteraines
eaployaent in the secondary, or population-sustaininc industries is not
subject to precise aeasureaent .

In considerinc a

s~cific

area there will

be soae geographical leakage to the degree that the new incoae is spent on
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"taports" froa other areas.
local price increases .
past .

I.eakap occUr's also if expenditures cause

Soae estiaates, however, have been aade in the

One such study of local origin, aade by the Utah Manufacturers'

~sociation

is of interest .

As published in a Salt

~e

newspaper in

1952 this suaaarizes that organi•ation's estiaate as follows:
A basic industry regularly eaploying 400 persons would
eventually create 600 additional jobs, or a total of 1,000
(a ratio of 1.50). These 1,000 workers with their faailies,
could establish a coaaunity of 3,000, in which there would
be 750 ha.es, 30 retail establishaents, sales and service
for 600 autoaobiles, 32 school rooas, and 75 professional
-n and woaen. There would also be a post office, a bank,
a library, aotion picture theaters, churches, and various
other facilities for trade, repair, aause. .nt and culture.
The basic industry payrolls would create local business
voluae to the extent of 3i tiaes the aao~t of these payrolls ( 24, p.4).

The difference between the estiaated •ultiplier factor of 3i (ratio
of local business voluae to basic industry payrolls) and the estiaated
factor of li (total local eaplo,._nt generated by a basic industry to
priaary eaployaent in the basic industry) represents certain "leakap''
factors such as profits, loans, interest, etc .
In contrast to the factor of li noted above, the Bureau of lcono.ic
and Business Research, University of Utah in its study of Utah Bconoaic
Patterns (1953) presents an estiaated eaployaent factor of 4 for the non•
ferrous aining and llilling industry .

This 18 calculated upon one ad•

ditional person eaployed in the state in the production of goods used
by the aining industry and approxiaately 3 others eaployed in furnishing
services to every person eaployed in the basic industry (aining).
The possible iapact of this aultiplier will be exaained further as
the econoaic data related to Bill Field is considered.
DPIDYDMT Alm TBI OOIOIUKITY

!!!! Field

Civilian Baplof!!nt

In one respect the

Og~en

4rea is fortunate in the coaposition of its
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industrial base .

Its largest eaployer, Bill Field, is exeapt fro• either

seasonal influences or fluctuations in the level of business activity.
This does not aean that eaployaent at Bill Field has not varied in the
past or that

it

will not vary in the future .

Jn fact its history shows

that eaployaent has been subject to wide fluctuations.
r

L Exaaining ~he history of the installation over 14 years, froa 1941
through 1954, (see Table 1) i t is observed that 1941 to 1942 was a period
of activation and rapid build-up .

By 1943 it was in full operation reach-

ing an all-tiae high in its eaployaent history in July of that year with
a total of 15,780 eaployees on the rolls.

In contrast, the low point in

the 14 years was reached soae three years later in
eaploy.ent had decreased so.e

8~

Septe~r

1946 when

per cent below that of July 1943, to

2,287.
For the next three years operations expanded until July 1949 when
4,703 persons were eaployed for an increase of soae 105 per cent froa
the previous low.

The trend then reversed again for the next year and

eaployaent fell off until it reached 3,656 in June 1950, a decrease of
approxiaately 22 per cent.
It is difficult to project what might have happened to Hill Fi•ld
at this point had not the United States becoae involved in the Korean
conflict.

With the pre-Korean low utilization factor the econoay of

continued operation could well be questioned .

Participation in the sup-

port of an expanding Air Force, the Foreign Military Aid Program, and
the air activities of the Korean conflict aade the question an acadeaic
one,

They all coabined to expand operations at Hill Field and increase

eaployment 234 per cent (above June 1950) to a total of 12,210 in August
1952.

Apprpximately the saae level was aaintained for the balance of

1953.

By 1953 the strain of the KOrean support had been overcome and a
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gradual decline took place until by February 1954 eaployaent had decreased
17.8 per cent to 10,040 eaployees.

During 1954 eaployaent has zeaained

relatively steady, but slightly above the February level .
·It is obvious that civilian eaployaent .at Bill Field over the first
14 years of its existence has not been free of substantial fluctuations .
This is especially true of the latter part of World War II and the early
post~war

years (See Table 1).

Most notable, in a consideration of Bill

Field employment, is the fact that reductions, and they are the iaportant
ones to the coaaunity, were not related to seasonal factors, nor to the
general state of local or national econoay.
Although the deP9t at Bill Field is an industrial-type of activity,
being a governaent operation the eaployees are not unionized .

This is

a factor of importance to the Ogden Area as it eliainates any: possibility
of either a sudden, or an extended aajor work stoppage because of strikes.
This is econoaic security that few

c~unities

with a 13,000- (average

nuaber of civilian and ailitary eaployees in 1954) aan industry enjoy.
Military Employment
The peak in military employment at Bill Air Force Base was reached
in March 1943 with just short of 6,000 officers and enlisted aen (See
Table 2) .

By January 1944 it had dropped 63 , 5 per cent to 2,200, and for

the next several years after this it continued at a level aoaewhat less
than 3,000.

The following four years, :froiJl 1946 to early 1950, the

interval between World War· II and the KoreaD

engapw~&nt,

it dropped even

further to less than 500, and in soae periods hardly aore than a hundred
men .

In mid-1950 the same factors that affected civilian eaplor-ent

(Korea, expanding Air Force, etc.) had an iapact on the ailitary at Bill
Field and there was a decided increase to over 2,0QO which continued
throughout the balance of the year .

In the last four years since 1950
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Table 2.

Month
Jan

Civilian and ailitary per-onnel - Bill
1954
1941
lliiitary

Civ

Civ

1942
Military

T;;tal

0

0

1639

255

1894

750

4g.

79-9

6288

1700

7988

...

1944
Jan

Force 8ase - 1941 through

0

lla.r

Jul

Total

Ai~

' 10748

2200

-

.£!.!

1943
llilitary

Total

8038
13200
15780

5750
5965
4500

13788
19165
20280

1945
12948

8863

3562 .

1946
12425

2798

1755

..

4553

2610
2987
3011
3033
2781
2287
2511
2293
2318

574
541
493
792
802
327
741
613
510

3184
3528
3504
3825
3583
2614
3252
2906
2828

2663

715

3378

Feb

Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

...
9939

•
2850

.

...

..

•

...

12789

8098
•

..

...

, ,

-oil.

...
2745

...
...

...

10843

...

..;

Average
1947
Jan
Feb

1948

O.c

2584
2577
2333
2422
2572
2802
2919
2996
3904
3466
3621
4000

487
439
149
145
155
194
206
267
285
305
314
320

3071
3016
2482
2567
2727
2996
3125
3263
3189
3771
3935
4320

A'Yerace

2933

272

3205

Mar

Apr
May
Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep
Oct
N~v

4224
4293
4373
4370
4418
4394

1949

4402
3983
4470
4506
4954

365
319
310
292
285
278
273
261
220
234
332
226

4589
4612
4683
4662
4703
4672
4696
4663
4203
4704
4738
5180

4461
4457
4612
4650
4640
4678
4703
4701
4407
4069
3676
3625

237
244
250
250
253
258
256
315
. 326
347
359
365

4698
4701
4862
4900
4893
4936
4959
5016
4733
4416
4035
3990

4401

275

4676

4390

288

4678

44~3
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Month

Civ

1950
Military

Total

Civ

1951
11111 tary

Total

Civ

1952
Military

Total

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

3625
3592
3603
3663
3737
3656
40.3
4695
5002
5203
5202
5554

341
329
336
358
1994
2175
2180
2202
2243
2367
2530
2508

3966
3921
3939
4021
5731
5831
6223
6897
7245
7570
7732
8062

6070
6810
7430
7790
8390
9140
9190
9340
9250
9360
9810
10020

2720
3156
3016
3202
2974
3185
3494
3502
3613
3986
3822
3363

8790
9968
10446
10992
11364
12325
12684
12842
12863
13346
13632
13383

10240
10520
10490
10500
10700
11640
12180
12210
12110
11780
12000
12160

3049
2748
2450
2338
2334
2117
2578
2258
2301
2434
2694
2624

13289
13268
12940
12838
13034
13757
14758
14468
14411
14214
14694
14784

Average

4298

1630

5928

8550

3336

11879

11378

2494

13871

llay

1953

1954

12080
11890
11600
11370
11130
11210
11080
10850
10540
10280
10210
10210

2511
2360
1977
1616
1444
1518
1939
2052
1900
1860
1771
1821

14591
14250
13577
12986
12574
12728
13019
12902
12440
12140
11981
12031

10090
10040
10140
10230
10180
10140
10180
10130
10080
10159
10206
10181

1954
2268
2410
2589
2735
2971
3001
3142
3229
3239
3345
3343

12044
12308
12550
12819
12915
13111
13181
13272
13309
13398
13551
13528

Average 11037

1897

12934

10176

2852

12999

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Sol\l'ce:

Hill Air Force Base Historical Records and Coaptroller Office, Headquarters, Ogden Air Materiel Area, Hill Air Force Base.

Note:

Inforaation not available for months not listed in years 1941
through 1946.

there has always been a substantial military complement at Hill Air Force
Base ranging in number fro• 1,444 to 3,986.

A small number of the ailitary

personnel assigned to the base have been stationed for intervals at the
Tooele Ordnance Depot, where they are trained in amaunition specialties .
Mllitary Versus Civilian Eaployment !! !! Econoaic Factor
there is an apparent

ten~ency

in the Ogden co-.unity to discount the

effect of military employment on local business.

This is indicated by the

lack of interest, either by coamunity groups or individuals, in

mi1~tary

personnel housing, recreation . facilities; in their social integration into
coamunity life, or in affiraatively encouraging military personnel to
patronize local business establishments .

The predominance of civiliah

employees at Hill Field and the general feeling that few of the military
live in the community undoubtedly encourages this thinking.
Housing records at Hill Air Force Base show that more than half the
military personnel assigned to the installation provide their own housing.
Thus, in Deoeaber 1934 92 per cent of the officers and 36 p•r cent of the
airmen were not provided housing by the governaent.

If all military are

grouped we find that 55 per cent of the total were providing their own
housing .

1

Hill Field authorities indicate that these proportions hav•

been fairly constant in the

pa~t

if the war years are excluded.

In com-

puting the above percentages, military personnel occupancy of Wherry
housing units (constructed on the eastern edge of the military reservation in 1963) was not considered as housing furnished by the government.
In December 1954, of the 350 units in the Wherry project 179 were
occupied by airmen and their families, 140 by officers and their families
1.

In numbers of individuals providing own ho~sing there were considerably more airmen than offic'r~. However, if considered separately
by group there was a much lower percentage of airmen than percentage
of officers self•housed.
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and 24 by families of civilians employed at Hill Field, wi.t h 7 units
vacant .

For the 7 vacant units there were 2 airaen and 7 officer appli-

cations.

If Wherry occupancy is considered as on•base similar to occupancy

of government- furnished quarters, then the adjusted figure would be 42 per
cent of the military force living off base as contrasted with the 55 per
cent previously noted.
To determine which figure is more representative, the nature of the
Wherry Housing Project should be considered .

The project is operated as

rental property by a private corporation in much the saae manner as the
noraal corporation owning rental apartments, or any siailar profit-making
a~tivity

in the co. .unity.

The principal considerations in the relation-

ship of the corporation to the government are :

the corporate use of

government land for the housing site, government guarantee of investment
and certain profits, . priority in occupancy for government- sponsored
tenants, and reversionary rights of the governaent to the property.

As

none of these affects the way in which the tenant spends his money, or
the aaount of his pay, the author can see no difference in the economic
effect upon the co. .unity of persons living in this project and those
living in other neighboring communities such as Sahara Village, Golden
Acres, or Clearfield .
The figure of 55 per cent is, therefore , considered as more acceptable.

In an economic sense the

~ igure

of 55 per cent living in the

community does not fully portray the impact .

It must be kept in mind

that this does not represent the income distribution ,

Because of several

factors not pertinent to this discussion, the military personnel living
off base are predominantly those having higher incomes .

No factual

inforaation about total incomes of each of the two classes is available.
However, a general examination of predominant salary groupings in each

1~ .

of the two groups indicates that the percentage of the total wage payaents going to the military personnel living off the base is very substantially greater than their proportionate number (55 per cent of total
assigned ailitary personnel) would indicate.
Referring to the 45 per cent who are furnished housing by the governaent, their spending habits are generally different froa those of the
other group.

Meabers of this group are, with the exception of 16 officers

occupying fa.ily-type quarters, practically all bachelors.
the small number involved, the discussion and the
not necessarily applicable to thea.

co~ts

Because of
are,

therefor~,

With that exception, therefore, the

on-base housed personnel are provided food as well as lodging (even here
there is a positive gain to the coaaunity through local purchase of foodstuffs served thea, especially perishables).

Very little of their incoae,

therefore, is spent for either food or lodging.

They purchase so. . civil•

ian clothing, but spend auch less for this itea than the average individual.
Because of their predoainatly non-faaily status and little need to apply
incoae to the above iteas, they spend aore on the average for recreation,
entertainaent, hobby equipaent and supplies, luxury iteas, and other
iteas of a personal nature.

There is a high percentage of automobile

ownership, and lhitial registrations indtcate substantial purchases ' Of
autoaobiles and accessories are aade in the local area.
It can be said in suaaary of the on-base group that individually
they do not spend , on the average, as auch in the area as do other inhabitants.~

The total group expenditures are substantial, however, and

of aaterial iaportance to the local econoay in the area immediately surrounding Hill Field.

Froa his knowledge of incoae payaents to these

ailitary personnel living on-base, and discussions with representative
~

iadividuals of the group, the author estiaates that their total current
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a~nual

personal expenditures in tbe Ogden Area are in excess of li million

dollars.

This expenditure is of special importance to the area since the

income of this group is not affected by local economic conditions.

CUt-

backs in local employment are first and most deeply reflected by reduced
exphnditures for the types of consumer goods and services for which these
persons spend the major part of their income.

Thus, in a recession period

the presence of these employees in the community work force has a decidedly
stabilizing effect on these industries bearing the greatest shock of reduced co. .unity expenditures.
Eaployee Residence
Where an employee lives in the community obviously determinea where
his

buy~ng

growth.
aade .

power most strongly affects community business and population

Three studies of the residence of Hill Field civilians have been
As they are all of recent origin (1951, 1952 and early 1954) they

accurately indicate community distribution.
they do not include military personnel.

They are deficient since

However, examination of military

rosters indicates a greater proportion of military personnel than of
civilian eaployees lives in the co.munity immediately adjacent to the
installation.

In fact, it is doubted if any appreciable number of the

ailitary personnel live outside of the Ogden Area.
There is a definite increase in the last two years in the number and
proportion of civilian employees residing in Davis and Weber counties;
and in the area imaediately surrounding the base (Table 3).
survey indicates that 48.6 per cent
cent in Davis County.

~ives

If Morgan County is

cent lives in the Ogden Area.

The latest

in Weber County and 30.5 per
i~cluded,

a total of 80.1 per

If the arbitrary dividing line of the Utah

State Eaployaent Security is adopted and the portion of Davis County
south of the north limits of Farmington, Utah, is excluded the revised
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Table 3.

Place of residence of Hill AFB civilian employees by county - 1951 1952 - 1954

1/
May l:J,., 1951

County

Percentage
Percentage
Percentage
Distri2/
Distriy
Distributton
Mar 7, 1952
but ion
Feb 15, 1954
button

Total Nuaber
Employees
Approxillately

8390

10490

10100

Total NUilber
Employees
Surveyed

8193

10475

10077

Box Elder

248

3.0

417

4.0

319

3.2

cache

171

2.1

312

3.0

168

1.7

1

0.0

2

0.0

0

0. 0

2179

26.5

2930

28.0

3072

30.5

91

1.1

114

1.1

102

1.0

1504

18.15

1877

17 . 9

1488

14.7

SWIIIDit

4

0.0

11

0.1

13

0.1

Utah

0

0

14

0.2

Wasatch

0

0

3

0.0

4898

48 . 6

Carbon
Davis
Morgan
Salt Lake

Weber

3995

48 . 8

4812

45 . 9

Source:
1/

Ogden Chamber of Coamerce - Method of computation not available .

!I
!/

Comptroller, Headquarters, OOAMA - Compiled from Federal W-2 Tax Forms.
Comptroller, Headquarters, OOAMA - Compiled from employee answers to
Survey Form.

7~

Ogden Area figure becomes 74.2 per cent (a more detailed communixy residence breakout is presented in Table B of the Appendix) .

1

Eaployee Income
Iaportant as a barometer of the economic health of a co.aunity is
the dollar amount of the income, salaries, and wages received by its
inhabitants.

If a portion comes from outside the area, or from an

such as Hill Field, which has

~he

indust~

characteristics of a basic industry, its

value to the local economy becomes manifold because of the multiplier
effect.

Of course, if that income comes disproportionately to a relative

few in the . community it may not be entirely advantageous in that there is
likely to be a greater propensity to save and less propensity to spend.
It is generally accepted (at least by followers of the Keynesion School)
that the greater the propensity to spend the faster the wheels of commerce will turn.

Salaries and wages are rather evenly spread throughout

the work force at Hill Air Force Base and no individuals receive unusually
high salaries.

In fact, from a community standpoint it is a most advan-

tageous distribution because it has none of the usually high- or low-paid
individuals normally found in a private industry of similar size.

Thus,

there is a tendency for more of the income to flow into community trade
channels.
In view of the importance of salary and wage payments it is pertinent
to consider how they are determined at Hill Field.
Military pay scales are based upon set standard rates applied to each
individual's grade or rank.

Because of strict Congressional limitations

on the number of officers and on the number of higher military ranks
authorized, a very high percentage of the total military force are in the
1.

The Utah State Employment Security accepts the place of employment as
the determinant in reporting state employment. Residence, therefore,
i~ not reflected in its data and Hill AFB e•ployment is actually considered as a 100 per cent community factor in the Ogden Area.
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lower grades, or ranks, with a resulting higher

proportion~a - the -lawe~

pay-rate category . than is true of civilian workers.
Civilian wage rates are more uniformly distributed as they are
closely related to the job perforaed .

For pay purposes, there are two

groups of federal civilian employees.

One group includes all the Clas•

sification Act, or graded eaployees .
oa a per annum basis.
ungraded eaployees.

Employees in this group are paid

The second group is composed of Wage Board, or
They are paid on an hourly basis .

The Classification Act employees are those in:

professional, sub-

professional, clerical, administrative, custodial, protective, fiscal
and crafts.

They are, in general, in the "white collar" type of jobs.

Their salaries are established by an act of Congress and are standard
nation-wide .
The Wage Board eaployees are all those that do not come within the
Classification Act.

In general, they are in what might be called the

"blue collar" jobs, or work-usually covered by union agreements in industry.

Shop foremen and superintendents do, however, come in this group.

The salaries in this group are established as a result of locality wage
surveys by the Wage Board in Washington, D.

c.

Local people survey

local private businesses and industry and deter.tne the prevailing wage
in the coamunity for a sample of the specific jobs in the federal service
in the area.

This information is then forwarded to the Wage Board in

Washington which, by standard method, deteraines the average prevailing
wage in the co. .unity for specific jobs.

With these as guidelines the

hourly pay of all Wage Board eaployees in each grade is established.
)

J

As of the end of December 1954, 26 per cent of the civilian work
force at Hill Field came under the Classification Act, with the balance
of 74 per cent governed by Wage Board rates.

In the Wage Board group
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there were approxiaately 7,025 workmen and 425 foreaen .

In the past the

percentage of Classification Act eaployees to total eaployees has been
soaewhat lower than 26 per cent ) •ith a slight increase in the last two
years as a result of the decentralization froa higher headquarters of
aanageaent-type functions .
Data as to the avera.- salaries of employees in each group are not
available and it is, therefore, not possible to judge the effect of
variations in employaent within a group .
pu~ed

for all employees for the

increase in each year.

l~st

Average annual salaries com-

three years show an appreciable

Beginning with an average annual salary of

$3,306 in July 1951, it had .risen to $3 , 606 in July 1952 ( 9.1 per cent
increase) .

In July 1953 it was $3,988 (an increase of 10.6 per cent)

and in October 1954, the last figure available, it was $4,213 (an
crease of 5.6 per cent) .

in~

The average salary should be representative of

the incoae of the average individual eaployed at Hill Air Force Base
since there are no eaployees receiving relatively large salaries. (Gross
salary and wage payaents will be considered in a subsequent section).
For comparative purposes the aedian annual salary as of October 1954
was computed and found to be $4,040 .

The arithmetical mean, or average

salary is based upon actual wages received in the stated period and
would therefore include overtime pay .

The median salary was computed on

the scheduled rate of pay for each individual and does not include overtiae pay .

Overtiae in recent payroll periods has averaged about 2 per

cent of tpe monthly payroll .

The median salary, including 2 per cent

for overtime, is $4121 for October 1954 coapared to the arithaetical
averase salary of $4213, coaputed as of the saae date .

This confiras

prior stateaents that salaries are in a relatively small range with no
eaployees receiving extreaely high or low salaries .
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!!!,!! !!.!:, Force Base and Ogden Area Employment Coapared
TO simplify comparisons this discussion will be based in general upon
annual average employment figures for the last five years with census
figures for 1940 f ·o r longer-term comparisons .
Table 4 following .

These data are given in

In examining the data it is pertinent to note that

there are employees listed in the total non-agricultural group that are
not reflected in the detailed breakout.
e~ployees

years .

The total of these miscellaneous

have been in the neighborhood of from 4,500 to 5,000 in recent

These are

employ~es

of non-profit and religious

organizations~

state and local governments, and federal government (other than defense
installations).

Agricultural employment, which is not listed, was

3,100 at the end of 1954, and self-employed and domestic, also excluded,

totalled 3,900 at that time (see Table 5).
Census figures indicate that there were no government employees in
defense installations in the Ogden Area in 1940 .

Apparently this over-

looked a small number, somewhere between one and two hundred, who were
employed at the Ogden Arsenal.

(As

of January 1, 1940, Ars.e nal records

show 180 civilians and 8 military on duty) .

Two of the other depots :

U. S. Naval Supply Depot and Utah General Depot had not yet been started.
Hill Field construction had begun, but the installation was not yet operative.

Undoubtedly this construction had some effect on the Ogden

Area.
But certainly during 1940 and previous years the business activity
generated in the area by adjacent defense activities was very small.
In contrast, by 1949 , Hill Field alone had become a larger employer than
the previous major industry in the area, the railroads, and employed,
·on the average, 13 . 5 per cent of all non-agricultural employees .

At the

same time, this represented about 37 per cent of all government installation
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Table 4.

Average number of eaployees in selected employment groups in
the Ogden Area - 1949 to 1954 !/

!I

!I

Industrial
Trade and
Non-Agric. Service
Railroad
Employees Employees Employees

y

Year
1940

!I

Civilian
Employees
Defense Civilian
Instal- Employees Military
lations lUll AFB H1.ll AFB

12848

8524

2600

0

1949

32592

13736

4120

1950

33333

14218

1951

41233

1952

0

0

11794

4390

288

4260

11303

4298

1630

14838

4415

18138

8550

3336

45150

15463

4300

20936

11378

2494

1953

43079

15802

4156

18863

11037.

1897

1954

39596

14791

4010

15765

10~76,

2852

6/

Source of 1940 data: U. S. Census of Population 1940 • Data as of
April 1940 and not averaged for the year. COmparability affected
by unduplicated basis of counting, under-enuaeration, and difference
of classification.
2/

1949 - 1954 coaputed from data, Table D Appendix.

3/

Includes, in addition to employees listed in oth•r columns on chart,
persons employed in private households, religious or non-pro~it
organizations, or other actiYities not covered by unemployment
insurance. Does not include military perso~el.

4/

Includes all employment in area industries i.e., employed in contract
construction, manufacturing, transportation, co. .unication, utilities,
wholesale and retail trade, finance , insurance, real estate, service
and miscellaneous (except state and federal government and railroad
employees) .
Includes Hill Air Force Base civilian employees but not military.
Ogden Arsenal records indicate that there were approximately 100 to
200 employees at the Arsenal at this tiae.
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eaplo)'Jient .

Or looking at still another facet of local

e~~pleywent

of

the ti.e, eaplo,.ent at Hill Field was equal to approxiaately one-third
of the total i n all aanufacturing, contract construction, coaaunication,
utilities, wholesale and retail trade, finance , insurance, real estate,
and service activities in the Ogden Area .
By 1954 average eaployment at Hill Field was over 68 per cent as
great as in all the cited activities (all aanufacturing, contract construction , etc.), had doubled percentagewise to approxiaately 25 . 6 per
cent of all non-agricultural eaployment, and was 64 per cent of all
defe~se

installation eaployaent in the area.

The latter (defense

eaployment) represented 40 . 2 per cent of the total average non-agricultural eaployaent in the area during 1954.
has military eaploYJIIent been considered .

Nowhere in the foregoing

There was an average of 2,852

ailitary at Hill Field ( and alaost negligible nuabers at the other installations) during 1954, or the average total military personnel was
equal to 71 per cent of the average railroad eaployaent in the area
during the saae period .
Nor can it be overlooked that 1,000 of the average of 15,765 ·
civilian workers eaployed in defense installations during 1954 were at
the Ogden Arsenal.

Late in 1954 it was announced that the Arsenal would

be inactivated early in 1955 with a tentative target date of February 1,
1955.

Thus, if the area is to aaintain its current eaployaent position

soae place must be found in the work force for an equivalent nuaber of
workers .

There is every indication that the coaaunity is looking to

Hill Field as the absorbing agency .

If this occurs Hill Field will assuae

even greater importance to the Ogden Area .

That this is recognized by the

co-unity is indicated by the President's Annual Report of the Ogden Chaaber of

eo...rce

for 1954 wherein it is stated,
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Hill Field has continued to employ in excess of 10,000
people which represents no decline in eaployment. Th~s is
dpubly important to us as the Arsenal has continued to shrink
until we now have a closing date of February 1st (1955) (22,
p . 2).
Heretofore average annual eaployment data were considered for coaparative purposes.

If eaploy.ent data as of the end of 1954

(~able

5)

are used, Hill Fie1d provided employment for 22.7 per cent of the total
employed persons in the Ogden Area.

Coaparing eaployaent directly with

specific industries, there were approxiaately as aany civilian employees
at Hill Field at the end of 1954 as there were eaployed in all the mining,
construction, manufacturing, railroads, other transportation, utilities,
and wholesale trade industries in the Ogden Area.
Gross Wage Payments
During 1953 there was an average of 15,802 persons (See Table D,
Appendix) eaployed in all industrial, trade, and service activities in
the Ogden Area.

The Utah State Employment Security (Ogden office)

advised the author that this group of eaployees received an estimated
$48,460,307 in salaries and wages in the same period.

Hill Air Force

Base had an average of 11,037 civilian eaployees during the same period
with gross salary and wage payments aaounting to $42,791,168.

Averaging

less than 70 per cent as aany eaployees in 1953 as the coabined local
activities referred to above, Hill Field paid out in wages and salaries
88 , 2 per cent as auch as did the coabined activities.

If the 1,897

average military, with an annual payroll of $5 1 342,588 for 1953 is
considered then, with total average employaent of

~,934 ,

and annual

payroll of $48,133,756, the position of Hill Field would be 81 . 8 per cent
as many employees and a payroll 99.3 per cent as large .
In 1954 salaries and wages for the saae group of

indu~trial,

trade,

and s·e rvice activities were only available for the first three quarters
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Table 5 .

Ogden area labor force - Deceaber 31, 1954

Total Labor Force
Unemployed

47,400
2,600

Eaployed

44.800

A.

Self-employed and Doaestic

3,900

B.

Agriculture

3,100

C.

Non-agriculture
1.

Detailed by Industry
lfining
Construction
Kanufacturing
Railroads
Utilities, other transportation
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance, insurance, real estate
Service, Miscellaneous
Non-profit, Reliaious
Regular Federal Goveru..nt
G,overnment Installations
(Hill AFB - 10,181)
State and Lpcal Governaent
Public Schools

Source :

37,800

20
1,190
3,400
3,860
1,060
1,090
5,200
750
1,680
770
1,020
15,056
890
1,840

Ogden Employment Security Office, Utah State Eaployaent
Service
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of the ,calendar

at the end of the year.

y~ar

Estiaated total payments

for 1954 have, theretfore '· been coaputed by projecting third-quarter payaents into the foUrth .quarter.

This aay result in a slight overstateaent

of earnings because average eapioyaent •as do~ 733 over the average for
the third quarter, although holiday overtiae payments in the trade group
would coapensate in part .

On the abov' basis, gross salaries and wages

for all the selected activities. have been estimated at $46,056,711 for
1954.

Average

n~ber

of Ogden Area employees in this group in 1954

was 14,79:1 , down froa 15,802 for 1953.

In the ,same period~ Hill Field

averaged 10,,176 eaployees with wage and salary payaents of $41,806,5'76.03.
Thus, Hill Field had only 88.8 per cent as many eaployees, but paid out
in wages and salaries slightly less .t han 91 per cent as much aoney.

If

the 2,852 military personnel (total .eaployees l2,S99) with annual salary
payilents of $5,992,201.91 (total payMnts $47 ,798,.'77 .94) are considered,
'

-

the percentages increase to 87,9
per cent as auch in
MJJltipU:er Effect

pe~

.

l

cent as aany ·eaployees, . and 103.8

p~~ents.

~

Basic Industry

Applying the aultiplier for a basic industry suggested by · the Utah
'

Manufacturerls Association (referred to in the early portion of this
chapter) to the three

co~ties

in the area, the following results are

obtained;

·,

1,

Weber County.

'lbe February 1954 study of Hill Field civil ..
I

tan eaployee residence shQws that 48.6 per cent of the civilian eaployees
live in Weber County (T~ble 3).

Applying this to eaployaent at the end

of 1954 (10,181) would indicate that 4,948 of the Hill Field civilian
work force live in Weber County.

If this generates a ratio of 1.50

additional jobs it will create 7,422 additional jobs, or a total of
12,370.

These workers with their families would constitute 37,110 of the
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population of Weber County (total pOpulation estiaated to be 86,200 in

s.

1932 by U.
2.

Departaent of Coaaerce).
Davis County.

An estiaated 30.5 per cent of the Bill Field

eaployees live in Davis County, or a total of 3,105 of the current work
force .

On the basis of the aforeaentioned

st~dy

4,657 additional jobs, or a total of 7,762 jobs.

this would generate
Thia aany workers with

their faailies would constitute 23,286 of the P9PUlation of Davis County
(1952 estimated population 31,400) ,

It should be noted that this is

based upon the population of all of Davis

Oo~ty

not just the northern

portion usually considered, on the basis of the State laployaent Service
distinction, as being in the Ogden Area.

This base is adopted because

actual residence is considered in the instant discuaaion and not the
pla,ce of eaployment .
3.

Morgan County.

About 1 per cent of the Bill Field work

force lives in Morgan County, or a total of 102 persons as of the end
of 1934 ,

On

the assuaption that this generates 151 additional jobs there

would be a total of 253 workers supported by Bill Field, or 759 persona
of the population of Morcan County (1952 population eatiaated as 2,600) .
If the foregoinc results appear ao..what inflated, it should be
noted that the effect of military personnel bas not been applied in the
ca,lculations .

COnsidering that 55 per cent of the ailitary lives off-

base, and with rare exception they all livw either in Davia or Weber
Counties, it can be coaputed that 1,839 of those assicned at the end of
1954 (3,343) l i ve in those two counties .

This added to the Bill Field

civilians would give a total of 9,892 workers
in Weber and Davia Counties.

f~oa

Bill Field residing

Applying the 9,892 aca,inst the 20,132

workers previously coaputed as being supported by Rill Field as a result
of the multiplier effect,

~he

factor is reduced froa 1 . 50 to 1 . 03 which
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would appear to be a conservative esti.ate of the iapact factor.
OONSTRUCTION AS A FACl'OR
Over the 14 tears of its existence considerable aoney and labor have
gone into the physical plant which constitutes Hill Pield.

These physical

facilities are carried on the accounting records of the installation at
cost price .

As of December 31, 1954, $34,142,814.28 had been spent on

labor, materials and land (See Table C, Appendix) .

Excluding a half

•illion dollars as land cost, the entire balance over the years has
benefited the econoay of the Ogden Area .
gone into labor and aaterials.

Thus, over $33.5 million have

'lbe labor expended represents an addi-

tion to the normal labor force regularly eaployed at Hill Field.

Such

labor of the regular force as aay be concerned with the physical facilities is only engaged in aaintaining thea.

New construction is invariably

perforaed by private c.o ntract, with the result that labor requireaents
are in addition to any previously discussed in this study .
In 1953 construction expenditures at Hill Field totalled $919,539,
and in 1954 it aaounted to $298,598.

This compares with total value of

building permits issued in Davis County of $1,195,378 in 1953, and
$790,093 in 1954 .
The construction data just referred to pertains to operating facilities at Hill Field.

In addition to the above construction, 350 two- and

three-bedroom apartaents were constructed at Hill Field in 1953.

Thes~

were built by private funds with gpvernaent guarantees under the provisions
of Public Law 211, 8lst Congress (Title VIII, National Housing Act), generally ter.ed the Wherry Housing Act.

This project Was completed AUgust

1953 at a cost of $3,226,737• a rather substantial addition to the econoay of the Ogden Area.

It is J,nteresting to note that despite the location

on federal land, a local property tax is collected.

This is based upon a
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decision of the· Attoraey General of Utah tkat a c•unty property tax can
be levied on the l'asehold interest (75•year lease to the private corporation constructing ·aDd operattnr the pro.-.rty) of the project.

This

tax is added proportionately to each occupant's rental »ar-ent .
For the next several years followinr 1954 new construction at Bill
Field will be greatly expanded because of new coD&truction authorizations
by the 83rd Congress during 1954.

Thb new authoriz.a tion totalled

$10,822,800 . / Included in this is $3,000,000 aore for a new runway,

' new priaary taxiways, $3,380,000 for a DeW warehouse,
$1,045,000 for
$151,900 for a new base fire station and aany other additions to the
physical facilities .

All of these will require labor and aaterials over

and above those required for noraal

operati~n

of the installation.

They

Will assist aaterially in reduciar the 2,800 uneaployed in the area at
the end of 1954 ( Table 5), and should support an appreciable nuaber of
additional workers in the area for the next two to three years.
Sa.e •aaure of the tapact on the local ecoaoay of construction
work at Bill Field ~1 be obtained froa the results of a United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics study coapleted in 1938 .

This covered a

great nuaber of Public Works Adainistration construction projects.

The

objective was to deteraine the relationship between indirect and direct
labor in construction projects.

Although it is a very exhaustive study,

requiring s.-. two years to coaplete, it covered only priaary, indirect
eaployaent.

The secondary effects, the stiaulation of those industries

and professions supplying couuaer roods and sery.i ces, resulting froa
the buying powers of workers eaployed directly on a project, were not
deterained .

The Bureau of Labor study found that for the averap NA

construction project, which would correspond to Bill Fi·e ld construction,
a total of two and one•half tt•s ere work waa ce•rated in private
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industries supplying building aaterials than the workers in the building
trades constructing the project (20, : p . 3) .
The study also found, that while the ratio of 2.5 to 1 was the
average for the noraal WA project, the indirect labor in soae types of
building is considerably aore .

The Bureau survey of power plant con-

struction showed that in this type of project the ratio of indirect to
direct e•ployaent was 4.4 to 1 (14).
When these specific •ultipliers are considered with respect to Hill
Field and the Ogden Area, it •ust be kept in •ind that they do not reflect
the added sti•ulation of
direct workers.

cons~r

goods and service purchases by pri.ary,

On the other hand, these .ultipliers would be reduced

to sou degree by "leakap" outside the area.

The extent of "leakage"

would depend on the proportion of supplies and aaterials purchased
side the area.

out~

A project of the nature of the new runway and the taxiways

which . .inly require sand, gravel, and ce. .nt obtainable locally, should
result in a •ultiplier close to 2.5 to 1.

The extent of the additional

aultiplier resulting fro. the secondary sti•ulation of industries supplying consumer goods and services is not ascertainable.

On short-tera

construction projects any sti•ulation aay take the for• of additional
overtime and additional business for existing e•ployees and eaployers.
Lo.n g-tera construction projects covering several years, such as that projected for Hill Field, could well produce new businesses and aore secondary
workers.
LOCAL PURCBASES

Millions of dollars worth of supplies and equip. .nt are purchased
every year by organizations at Hill Field .

In 1953, such purchases

totalled $20,544,356, and in 1954 $31,897,419.

The aajor portion of this

is spent outside Utah because of nonavailability of the iteas locally.
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No segregation of purchases by locality ls aaintained at Bill Field,
therefore, it is not possible to pinpoint the exact effect on the local
<:()-Unity.

It is estill& ted by BUl Field author! Ues that $5 ,250, 000

are spent in the Salt Lake-Ogde• Area annually, with about 10 per cent
of this going to the Osden ca.aunity.
A review was aade of a portion of the purchases represented by petty
cash expend! tures in the fiscal year 1954 (a saall portion of the total)
with the following results.

Of $116,933 . 56 in cash purchases aad• during

1954, it was found that 86 . 33 per cent was purchased in Salt Lake, 12.27
in Ogden, 0 . 8 per cent out-of-state, and the balance of 0 . 6 per cent of
the purchases aade in the local area such as Layton, Clearfield and
other adjacent coaaunities .
The data in this section pertains only to supplies and equipment
purchased.

The costs of gas, electricity, and telephone service will be

presented in a later

se~tion .

MISCEI..LANEOUS FACTORS
Fringe Activities
In addition to the

eaplo~nt

figures previously considered there

are, at Hill Field, a nuaber of relatively saall supporting functions
whose employaent figures are seldoa considered in discussions of its work ·
force.

Representative of these are such activities as the Post Office ,

Red Cross office, Post Exchange, Civilian Restaurant, Non-coaaissioned
Officer's Club, ahd Officer 1 s Club.

The last four are the principal

eaployers having an aver.a ge o.f about 126 eaployees, or 36, 41, 15, and
34 respectively.

Although this is a relatively saa:Ll number, when coa•

pared to total workers at Hill Field, it is significant.

The last thre·•

(Civilian Restaurant, Non-comaissioned Officer's Club, and Officer's
Club), for example, employ an

avera~

of 90 people or the equiva;Lent of
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all ·the sales people in communities like Clearfield or Layton (26• p . 44),
or about one-third the number eaployed in the entire ceaent industry in
the

stat~ .

The employment stability record of these fringe government

activities has also been much better than the activities to which it is
coapared.
Physically Handicapped Employees
The value of an industry to a community is not entirely a aatter
of dollars and cents.

Illustrative of one facet of Hill Field operations

that could well be in that category, yet at the same tiae could not be
overlooked as an economic factor, is its program for the eaployment of
the physically-handicapped.

This is an important program both in the

subject aatter, and in the number of personnel concerned .

In Septeaber

1954, there were 1,544 physically handicapped persons at work at Hill
Field.

The nature of the handicaps varied widely, but in broad categories

there were 107 which concerned upper extreaities of the body, 167 lower
'
extreaities, 182 the trunk (hips, shoulders, back, etc.), 90 with defec-

tive vision, 125 with organic conditions, 24 re.piratory, 116 with
significant allergy conditions, and 668 with other recurrent, or chronic,
conditions.

Because of the unique nature of so.e of the duties, many of

these workers have found that their physical problellS are an ass·e t rather
than a handicap in perforaing their work.

It is interesting that three

out of the twelve eaployees who received ••outstanding" perforaance ratings in 1953 were physically handicapped.
Thus, the opportunity for such a substantial number not only to find
work in the co. .unity, but also find eaployment that is both useful and
necessary, benefits the coaaunity far beyond the . .re furpishing of
eaployaent for 1,544 persons.

Due credit aust be

give~

and support given the prograa by Hill Field officials.

to the initiative
That this was
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over andl above noraal efforts is apparent fro• the national citations
awarded this installation.

1

Public School Support
Scho~l

districts obtain federal funds to help alleviate the burden

placed upon thea by the location of federal installations under the
provisions of Public Law 874 (Maintenance and Operations), and Public
LaW 815 (Construction).

This assistance is based upon school-age depend-

ents of persons living and working on federal property and school-age
dependents of persons working on, but living off federal property.

This

assistance is predicated, in part, upon the fact that governaent installations are not taxable for local-school purposes.
substantial.

This support is

School districts in which Hill Field employees reside

received $526,138 in the 1953-1954 school year under Public Law 874 to
supplement school maintenance and operation costs.

Since the passage of

Public Law 815 and through Septeaber 30, 1954, Weber and Davis Counties
and the City of Ogden School Districts have received federal grants
totalling $4,956,149 for school construction (See Table 6).
Significant is the fact that this aid is not limited to the comaunity in which the governaent activity is located.

Thus, in the surround-

ing territory Davis, Box Elder, and Suaait Counties, and the cities of
Ogden and Logan received substantial suas, whereas if the governaent
installations had been taxable industries, only Weber County would have
benefited.

On the basis of the proportionate work force, Hill Field

would be responsible for about two-thirds of the assistance granted to
all ca.aunities listed in Table 6 other than Tooele and San Juan Counties.
1.

Depart. .nt of U. S. Labor - Award of Merit in 1952. National Blind
Veteran's Award of Employer of the year - 1953. President's Coaaittee on Eaployment of the Physically Handicapped, Citation for
Outstanding Service in 1954.
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Table 6 .

Federal aid to Utah public schools

School Districts obtain federal funds to help alleviate the burden placed
upon thea by the location of federal installations, under the provisions of
Public Law 874 (Maintenance and Operation) and Public Law 815 ( Construction).
The following districts .have obtained funds under Public Law 874 for the
years shown :
School District
1950-1951
Tooele County
San Juan County
Weber County
Ogden City
South Su.ait
Box Elder
Davis County
Logan City

$96,792
574
43,253
139,122
8,165
23,709
131,957
None

1951-1952
$115,984
247
108,901
116,936
2,087
39,261
160,368
3,698

School Year
1952-1953
$113 , 531
None
102,494
134,020
None
31,854
234,566
3,~10

1953-1954
$157,225
7,413
108,315 (est . )
147,853
None
37,457
225,747
6,766

Total funds received under Public Law 815 through September 30, 1954.
Sc~ool

District

Tooele County
San Juan County
Weber County
Ogden City
South SWIUiit
Box Elder
Davis County
Logan City

Total
$771,063
6,528
1 , 439,754
1,526,104
None
None
1,990,291
None

Source :

Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, State of Utah.

Note:

This assistance is based upon ( 1) school age dependents of persons
living and working on federal property, (2) school age dependents
of persons working on, but living off federal property.
School records are not aaintained in such fora as to relate grant
aid to specific depots .

PUBLIC LAW 874 - An act to provide financial assistance for local educational
agencies in areas affected by federal activities, and for
other purposes. ( Reference: u. S. Statistics at Large, 8lst
Congress, 2nd Session, 1950-1951, Volume 64 , Part I, Page 1100).
PUBLIC LAW 815 - An act relating to the construction of school facilities in
areas affected by federal activities, and for other purposes.
(Reference: U. S. Statistics at Large, 8lst Congress , 2nd
Session, 1950-1951, Voluae 64, Part I, Page 967).
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Coasuaption!!
As

Sel~cted

Utilities

the largest industry in the Ogden Area, and also in the entire

State of Utah, it is to be expected that it would be a substantial user
of gas, electricity, and telephone services of the area.

It has con-

sistently used in excess of 2 per cent of all the gas produced by the
Mountain States Fuel Company, and its annual payments have risen from
$159,432 in 1950 to $290,499 in 1953 (See Table 7).
Payaents for electricity have been somewhat less, although very
substantial, having increased from $129,150 to $218,394 in the same period.
Forty per cent of industrial consumption of electricity in Weber County
in the last three years has been consumed by the activities at Hill Air
Force Base.
No coaparison of relative telephone usage is available.

However,

annual billings in the same period have been upwards of $55,000 for
toll service alone (Hill Field operates its own internal telephone system)
and exclusive of special channel, or special equipaent, obtained from
the local telephone agencies.
Transportation
The tonnage of materiel shipped into and out of Hill Field is subject to considerable variation from year to year,
the relative use of the various
portation costs.
the

t~ansportation

mea~

This is also true of

of transportation and the trans•

The author has, therefore, chosen for consideration only
data for the two most recent calendar years (See Table

8).

In those two years the total tonnage was relatively close contrary
to the noraal wide variations from year to year .
and outbound tonnage was 149,540 .
crease of less than 5,000 tons.

In 1953, total inbound

In 1954, it was 154,021 tons, an in-
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Table 7.

Consuaption and cost of selected utilities

Cost

Percent of
Industrial
Consumption
Weber County

Cubic Feet
Gas In
1000

Cost

Percent All Utah
Consuaption
Mt. Fuel Supply
Coapany

Year

Hill Field
Kilowatt Hour
ConsUIIption

1950

13,037,288

$129,150

23%

646,849

$159,432

2.1%

1951

19,999,616

179,213

41%

864,331

252,438

2.6%

1952

23,073,850

208,365

42%

873,813

303,522

2.4%

1953

22,451,921

218,394

38%

834,988

290,499

2 . 1%

Source :

Consuaption Electricity, Ogden District Office, Utah Power and Light
Coapany . Consumption Natural Gas, Salt Lake Office, Mountain States
Fuel Coapany .

Note:

Data not on strict comparable basis as Natural Gas data only available
for all customers and on statewide basis .

•

Comparative data not available for telephone service. Recent billings
for telephone service only, not including special channels, or other
spocial equipment, furnished Hill Air Force Base are about $56,500
annually. This does not include internal telephone system operation.
This systea is governaent owned and operated.
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In 1953, total transportation charges, excluding petrol~um, incoaing
parcel post, and shipments by contract air carrier and military aircraft,
aaounted to an estimated $7,651,627 .

In 1954, subject to the same exclu-

sions, charges totalled $5,140,879 .
Although total tonnage increased 4,500 tons from 1953 to 1954,
transportation charges decreased $2 . 5 million .

This resulted from a

nuaber of factors, some of the most important of which are:

shipments

averaged only 1,222 miles in 1954 against 1 , 600 miles in 1953; substantial
tonnage increases were in petroleum shipments, and contract and military
air shipments that are not reflected in the cost data; the relative amounts
of different classes of property shipped affect costs because of wide differences in tariffs and class rates ( 90 different class rates are applied
to Hill Field shipments); the mode of transportation used, whether rail,
truck, etc., also affected costs.
It would be helpful if Hill Field shipments could be compared with
total shipaents generated in the Ogden Area .

However, comparative data

on an area basis are not available for any of the major modes of transportation such as: railroads, trucks, etc.

Nevertheless, it is obvious

that the aovement of materiel in and out of Hill Field is a substantial
contribution to the local economy.

Any reduction in the general workload

of the installation, or change in the type of transportation used, will
affect the earnings of local carriers.
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Table 8 .

Shipments to and from Hill Air Force Base 1953 - 1954
Outbound Shipments
1953
Estimated
Trans .
Tons
Costs

Rail Shipments
Railway Express
Truck
Comaercial Air

14,298

$

1954
Estimated
Trans .
Cost

Tons

$

738,653

21,301

659,413

139

32,150

214

48,116

19,907

1 , 776,466

15,904

1,313,483

37

12,145

64

16,528

Contract Air

1,462

2,780

11111 tary Air

4,793

5,324

Parcel Post

__1_4_9

25, 500

__1_2_8

43, 937

40,785

$2,584,914

45,715

$2,081,477

Total Outbound

Inbound Shipments
Coal
Petroleua Products
Other
Rail Shipaents
Railway Express
Truck
Couercial Air

10,035
23,244
35,785

20,973
1,848,653

230
45,159
31 , 695

981,277

69,064

1,869 , 626

77,084

981,758

180

41 , 632

137

30,803

35,293

3,149,547

24,730

2,042,451

18

5 , 908

17

4,390

Contract Air

1,353

2 , 123

lli11 tary Air

2,847

4,215

481

Parcel Post
Total Inbound

108,755

$5,066,713

108,306

$3,059,402

Annual Total

149,540

$7,651,627

154,021

$5,140 , 879

Source :
Note:

Directorate of Supply and Services, Hq OOAMA, Hill AFB, Ut ah
Petroleua products are centrally procured by Middletown AliA and
transportation costs are not segregated tor Hill Field. Weight
and cost data tor incoming parcel post shipments are not maintain,d. Costs of shipments by contract air carrier are not
segregated.
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CHAPTER V

AN EVALUATION

THE FUTURE OF HILL FIELD
It is not possible to project the future of Hill Field with assurance.
A few of the major influences can be considered, but at .b est they illus':"
trate the uncertainty of its future.
Technical developments in air power will bear an important part in
determining the future of the depot .

The logistical system must change

in phase with the changing concepts that follow these developments .
such change could result from the use of atomic weapons.

One

It is obvious

that warfare in an air atomic age cannot result in extended stalemates
characteristic of past wars.

The destructive power of such weapons leads

to the conclusion that wars of the future will be of short duration.
Such a war will probably be decided in a few months, or even days.

But

one of the primary purposes of an air depot is to provide facilities for
the •aintenance and repair, on an expanded scale, of combat aircraft in
time of war.

If the author's premise, that any future war will be of

short duration is correct, then depot facilities will not be required as
insurance .

Nor will the pattern of depot expansion

~hat

occurred in past

emergencies rep,at itself as the war will be over before additional facilities can be constructed, or before existing ones are required to support
collbat aircraft .
What are the long-range peacetime requirements for air depots:

As

the Air Force completes its current expansion and modernization programs 1
production in the large airframe plants will be cut back to a much lower
level commensurate with replacement requirements.

There will continue
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to be some new advanced aircraft coming off the drawing boards and going
into production .

But it is illogical to expect that current high pro-

duction schedules will be continued as ·the expansion of the Air Force and
the conversion to jet aircraft is completed.

As production schedules for

new aircraft decrease, and excess capacities develop in the

la~ge

airframe

plants, there will be a demand for maintenance work to fill in the void.
It is important that the production capabilities of airframe plants and
their work forces be maintained intact.

This combination of circuastances

could result in a diversion of a substantial amount of such work from the
depot.
The development and use of guided missiles could have a substantial
impact on future maintenance workload at Hill Field .

Much of the work

currently generates from the use of aircraft for training purposes .

The

guided aissile replaces the combat aircraft and eliminates the need for
the pilot, and, therefore, the need and use of the platform upon which
he is trained:

the aircraft .

The guided missile, being essentially a

one-shot instruaent, will not require the maintenance that is necessary
for aircraft in constant use.

Expanded use of guided missiles, especially

ground-to-air and ground-to-ground could in the future reduce the need
for combat aircraft .

The first guided missile impact of this nature will

be felt by those depots, such as the Ogden AMA, that are specialized in
fighter-type aircraft .
The Air Force has found its mobility greatly circumscribed in recent
years because of the limitation of a logistical JYStem tied to surface
transportation .

To achieve maximum mobility it has rapidly expanded the

air transportation of aircraft parts.

This has a direct effect on the

quantity of each item that must be stocked.

As the airlift of parts in-

creases, the quantities in the system decrease and less people and
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facilities are required .

As

more attention is given to speed in the

moveaent of parts the intermediate storage points in the pipeline, such
as depots, will be reduced to a minimum .
The major savings of an air-logistics system arise out of better
inventory control and reductions in losses related to obsolescence .

These

savings translated into less materiel, less stocking, preservation and
handling of supplies, and in the end, to less items discarded because of
obsolescence, will mean less people required to perform this work .
will also be other fringe improvements.

There

For example, airlift requires

little or none of the normal heavy packaging.

The rough handling of sur-

face transportation and the long storage periods will not occur under an
air transport system.

This eliminates the need for heavy packaging and

results in a corresponding decrease in requireaents for depot-packaging
and aateriel-handling personnel.

Rapid transport encourages the develop-

ment and use of aechanical conveyors in the depot to prevent "bottlenecks"
in the systea.

Such innovations also affect employment.

The expansion of the airlift of supplies and materiel requires a
corollary development of aore

~~pid

methods of processing the paper work

incident to the aovement of the property.

To meet this, the Air Force

logistical system is u.n dergoing a transition from aanual to electronic
methods in performing the functions of record keeping, arranging data,
processing requisitions, processing data, and presenting logistical
information .

This will aean that many clerical functions will be per-

foraed in the future by such electronic machines as the Bismac, Univac,
and the Elecoa 125 .

This will have soae effect on depot personnel, the

extent of which cannot be forecast at this early stage.

Because of the

large capacities of the electronic-processing equipment it is entirely
possible that they could be established at a few central locations.

If
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Hill Field is not one of the centers it could materially change the course
of future employment at the installation.
Other factors such as Monetary Inventory Accounting control, and the
Federal Cataloging Program, have been discussed in prior portions of this
thesis . The latter program is expected to have a far-reaching effect on
the future of the base .

It is too early to tell whether the catalog

changes will expand or decrease the mission of Hill Field.
All of the factors do not point to a reduction in employment at Hill
Field .

There are several things that should help to maintain . or expand

employment.

The proposed transfer of the Army's Ogden Arsenal facilities

to the Air Force will practically double the available warehouse space
and ground area of Hill Field .

This, together with a large warehouse

approved for future construction, will make it one of the largest storage
depots in the Air Force .

This increased storage capacity, when and if

fully utilized , should increase the number of warehousemen, property
clerks, supervisors, and buildings- and grounds-maintenance personnel .
Additional administrative space gained from the Arsenal should result
in the assignment of new organizations, or new management functions.
A new runway with related facilities such as taxiways, aprons, and
modern navigational aids was approved by Congress in 1954 .

When this is

completed in the next several years, Hill Field will have one of the most
modern airfields in the Air Force .

This should insure that a large tac-

tical organization and substantial nuabers of military will continue to
be assigned to the base .
SUMMARY

On December 31, 1954 Hill Air Force

Bas~

had assets of over $717

million , not including the value of nt.UDerous aircraft.
and land cost over $34 million.

The buildings

The actual cost of reproduction at
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current price levels would be considerably bieber ( estiaated as of July
1954 at $54,210,000) (see Table C, Appendix).
the equivalent of .abou!

~7 ~per

At cost price this represents

cent of the total current real estate

valua~

tion ($200 million) of all of Weber County Utah includinc the City of Ogden
( 35, p . 2) .

Civilian eaployaent of 10,181 represented 27 per cent of th6

total employed non-agricultural persons ( 37,800) in the Ocden Area labor
force in Deceaber 1954 (Table 5) .

The inclusion of 3,343 ailitary

sonhel would increase this to about 33 per cent.

per~

Or, if the total Ogden

Area labor force (47,400 f 3,843 •ilitary or, 50,743), includinc uneaployed,
is considered, Hill Field's total eaployed personnel (10,181 civilians f
3,343 ailitary or, 13,524) represents 26.6 per cent of the total .

The

annual payroll in 1954 was $47.8 aillion coapared with $46.1 aillion paid
to the industrial, trade, and service workers in the area .
This dependence upon one industry deaands mutual understandinc and
close cooperation between responsible citisens of the Ogden Area and Air
Force authorities .

It is not the purpose of this thesis to prescribe a

plan to accoaplish this objective.

Rather, the scope of the thesis has

been liaited to a study of certain economic relationships between Hill
Air Force Base and the surrounding comaunities.

Should this study indi•

cate a need for greater efforts on the part of area civilians and ailitary
managers to understand the economic iaplications of their actions the
)

_purpose has been accoaplished.

If it also provides a basis for planning

a aore systeaatic approach to the problems so auch better.
The concluding section of this thesis presents some exaaples of
past approaches by the

c~unity

problea of autual understanding .

and by ailitary authorities to the
The adequacy or inadequacy of the past

actions by either party aust be left to the reader.

Because of the

author's intense interest in the subject it has not been possible to
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refrain entirely from some general observations .
Hill Air Force Base has aaintained a
aunity throughout most of its existence.

li~ted

liaison with the com-

This has generally been

effected through the aedia of the Ogden Chaaber of eo..erce, by newspaper
releases, and through periodic public "open house" presentations.

For

groups such as the Chamber of CO..erce and, on special occasions , certain
public groups, inforaation about Hill Air Force Base has been
through conducted tours and briefings.
serves a worthwhile purpose.

present~d

This type of indoctrination

Those persons responsible for co. .unity

planning and aanageaent in the Ogden Area should, of course, have at least
a basic understanding of the nature of Hill Air Force Base operations .
Whether the information provided has been adequate must rest with the
recipients of the briefings,

As a miniaum, responsible citizens should

be aware of the projected use of Hill Field, its long-range faciltty
needs, and the factors that aay affect future employaent .
presents only one side of the picture.

But this

A forua should also be provided

for the presentation of coaaunity planning and problems related to, or
affecting the installation.
deal of objectiveness .

This type of joint effort requires a great

Coaaunity representatives must recognize the

necessity for accepting technological and aanagement improvements in the
ailitary operations even though they result in some reduction in employment .

They aust also recognize and accept changes resulting from strate-

gical requireaents.

The Air Force, on the other hand, should understand

the co. .unity problems .
The continuation of large ailitary installations in peacetime has
encouraged a greater interest on the part of local communities in such
federal activities .

In aany instances this has taken the direction of

exerting political pressures through Congressional representatives.
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Indicative of this change in thinking is the comaent in a recent study by
the University of Utah for the Ogden Chamber of Commerce :
Only one major revision has been made in this supplement
the section which discusses the defense installations.
The previous report indicated that the general economy of the
Ogden Area was largely at the mercy of military planners at
higher headquarters. As stated in the previous report," ... .
business, labor, and the community effectuate decisions or
control changes at the military installations . " Contrary to
that view, this revision suggests that aggressive action can
and should be taken by business and the comaunity to effectuate
stability of defense employment so vital to the economy of the
Ogden Area, and, incidently important to the state as a whole.
The use of political influence is the action suggested (10, p.l) .
The coamunity cannot afford to overlook any reasonable approach in
dealing with probleas arising from local defense installations, but whether
political action is a satisfactory answer is open to question .

The use of

political pressures requires an extensive knowledge of the operations of
the military installation, and the application of considerable objectivity
in approach.

It aakes even more necessary the autual understanding pre-

viously discussed .

Variations in the depot work force will arise with

changing strategical concepts or the re-deployment of Air Force organizations.

The need for such changes must be recognized and understood in

the community.

Some reduction in local work must also be accepted when

national defense warrants an overall repuction.

The best interests of

all parties require that any substantial

be made known before they

c~anges

occur, not when they have already become a fait accompli.
Community representatives should be assured that installation facilities are maintained in an up-to-date condition and that new facilities
required to support a modern Air Force are planned, approved, and constructed .

Thus, military housing and recreation facilities and adequate

flying facilities may be just as important as warehouses and shops for the
aaximua use of the installation.
The community can do much on its own part to encourage the continuance
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and possible expansion of activity at Hill Field.

The provision of

healthful and adequate recreation facilities in the surrounding co. .unity
is one of the prime criterion in locating ailitary units, because of their
importance to aorale .

Adequate housing for both military and civilian

personnel is often as important as on-base facilities.

It is to the com-

munity's interest to carry out an affirmative program to encourage adequate
housing at reasonable prices .
Much can be done, at least in the initial $tages, by civic organizations, to integrate both civilian and military eaployees into comaunity
affairs.

Any comaunity action that will encourage employees to remain at

Hill Field increases the efficiency of the installation, and increases
the likelihood of additional work being assigned to it.
agencies:

There are many

civic , fraternal, and religious , as well as political, in the

community that could accomplish a great deal in this direction.
Several organized attempts to attain rapport between the comaunity
and Hill Field have been initiated in the past .

A few that developed

from military sources are mentioned as examples.

There may be others

generated by the comaunity that have not come to the author's attention.
In 1942, an Ogden Area Council of Post and Station Commanders was
organized .

The Commanders of the Ogden Air Materiel Area and Hill Air

Force Base are active members of this council.

It was originated to help

in the solution of autual problems such as housing, transportation, labor,
etc .

It has continued in existence ever since, and has provided a vehicle

for unified support of community projects, as well as the solution of
local military problems (41, p . lO) .
In the winter of 1948-49 when snow and severe winter

~onditions

forced deer to leave the mountains and come into the valleys seeking food,
Hill Air Force Base started "Operation Vittle" for the starving animals .
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Employees of the base also donated money with which to buy the hay which
was subsequently dropped by military aircraft.

It was about the same tiae

that the base participated with the State of Utah in "Operation Hayride"
to help farmers meet the severe winter conditions ( 4, p.l9) .
In May 1949, a series of weekly radio broadcasts was instituted in
the community by Hill Air Force Base.

These broadcasts

con~ained

the activities of the base and stories about its workers .

news of

The broadcasts

usually featured an interview with an interesting Hill Field personality.
The broadcasts have since been discontinued.

APPENDIX
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Exhibit A.

Wilcox-Wilson Act

1343a. Selection, construction and alteration of stations and depots for
the Air Force; number
The Secretary of the Air Force is authorized and directed to determine in all strategic areas of the United States, including those of
Alaska and our overseas possessions and holdings, the location of such
additional permanent Air Force stations and depots as he deems essential,
in connection with the existing Air Force stations and depots and the
enlargeaent of the same when necessary, for the effective peacetime
training of the Air Force components of our overseas garrisons. In
determining the locations of new stations and depots, consideration shall
be given to the following regions for the respective purposes indicated:
( 1) The Atlantic Northeast - to provide for training in cold weather and
in fog; (2) the Atlantic Southeast and Caribbean areas - to permit training in long-range operations, especially those incident to reinforcing the
Panaaa Canal; ( 3) the Southeastern States - to provide a depot essential
to the maintenance of the Air Force; (4) the Pacific Northwest - to
establish and maintain air communication with Alaska; (5) Alaska - for
training under conditions of extreme cold ; ( 6) The Rocky Mountain area to provide a depot essential to the maintenance of the Air Force, and to
afford; in addition, opportunity for training in operations from fields
in high altitudes; and (7) such intermediate stations as will provide
for transcontinental movements incident to the concentration of the Air
Force for maneuvers.
In the selection of sites for new permanent Air Force stations and
depots and in the determination of the existing stations and depots to be
enlarged and/ or altered, the Secretary of the Air Force shall give consideration to the following requirements:
First . The stations shall be suitably located to form the nucleus
of the setup for concentrations of Air Force units in war and to permit,
in peace, training and effective planning, by responsible personnel in
each strategic area, for the utilization and expansion, in war; of commercial, aunicipal 1 and private flying installations .
Second . In each strategic area deemed necessary, there shall be
provided adequate storage facilities for munitions and other essentials
to facilitate effective movements, concentrations, maintenance, and
operations of the Air Force in peace and in war .
Third. The stations and depots shall be located with a view to affording the maximua warning against surprise attack by enemy aircraft upon
our own aviation and its essential installations, consistent with aaintaining in connection with existing or contemplated additional landing
fields, the full power of the Air Force for such close and distant operations over land and sea as aay be required in the defense of the continental United States and in the defense and the reinforcement of our
overseas possessions and holdings.
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Fourth. The number of stations and depots shall be limited to those
essential to the foregoing purposes . ( Aug 12, 1935, c. 511, para 1, 49
Stat . 610, aaended July 26, 1947, c . 343, Title II, para 205(a), 61 Stat
501.)
Change of Naae . "Secretary of War'' was changed to "Secretary of the Air
Force'' on the authority of section 207(f) of Act July 26, 1947, as amended
Aug 10, 1949 . "General Headquarters Air Force" and "Air Corps" were
changed to "Air Force" on the authority of section 208 (a) of Act July 26,
1947, as amended Aug 10, 1949 .
United States Air Force . The Aray Air Force, the Air Corps, United States
Army, and the General Headquarters Air Force ( Air Force Combat Command),
have been transferred to the United States Air Force established under
the Department of the Air Force by section 602c of Title 5, Executive
Department and Government Officers and Employees .
1343d .

Appropriation

There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, such sums
of money as may be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of the Army for the purposes of sections 1343a to 1343c of this
title, including the expenses incident to the necessary surveys, which
appropriation shall continue available until expended: Provided, that
the provisions of section 1339 of this title shall not apply to the construction of the aforesaid stations and depots . (Aug 12, 1935, c . 511,
para 4, 49 Stat . 611, amended July 26, 1947, c . 343, Title II, para
205(a), 61 Stat 501.)
Olange of Nuae. The Department of War was designated the Department of
the Army and the title of the Secretary of War was changed to Secretary
of the Army by section 205(a) of Act July 26, 1947, cited to text .
Transfer of Air Forces . Consolidation and transfer of Army Air Forces
into United States Air Force, see note set out under section 1343a of
this title.
SOURCE:

United States Code Annotated, Title 10 - Army and Air Force,
1953 Cumulative Annual Pocket Part, Para 1343a and 1343d, West
Publishing Coapany, St . Paul .
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Table B.

Residence of Hill AFB civilian eaployees by county and co.aunity

County and
Comaunity
Total Employees Surveyed

)lay ll, 1951

March 7, 1952

February 15, 1954

8193

10475

10077

Box Elder County
Brigham City
Tremonton
Fielding
Bear River City
Corinne
Garland
Willard
Snowville
Deweyville
Mantua
Portage
Plymouth
Honeyville

248
185
20
10
9

417
276
49
19
21
19
13
8
4
4
2
2
0
0

319
234
22
5
4
14
12
16
0
2
3
1
2
4

Cache County
Logan
Wellsville
Smithfield
Hyrlllll
Lewiston
Mendon
Richmond
Trenton
Paradise
Clarkston
Providence
River Heights
Millville
Newton
Hyde Park

171
ll5
18
8
7
6
6

312
240
26
6
6
9
6
6
4
2

168
89
28
10
16
1
0
4
0

2

2
7
1
2
2
1

Morgan County
Morgan
Devils Slide
Cro.yden

91
87

Utah Count~
Provo
Aaerican Fork
Lehi
Orea
Payson
Pleasant Grove

5

7
6
2
2
1
1
0
0

5

3
1
1
1
0
0

0
0

5
0
0
0
0

5

102
102

2

144
110
4

2

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

14
4
3
1
3
2
1

0
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County and
co-unity
Davis County
Layton
Clearfield
Kaysville
Sahara Village
Bountiful
Farmington
Woods Cross
Centerville
Syracuse
Sunset
Salt Lake County
Salt Lake City
Murray
Sandy
Midvale
Draper

May 11, 1951

March 7, 1952

February 15, 1954

2179
810
667
226
162
121
120
40
31
2
0

2930
936
841
298
378
233
145
62
26
3
8

1504

1877
1711
73
26
23
12
12
7
4
3
3
3

1488
1405
37
12
13
3
6
3
2
0
3
4

11

8
0
0
0

13
0
4
1
7
1

1436
33
10
9

3072

T3i
949
304
372
279
125
57
48
0
0

We15t Jordan

4
1
0
6
2
2
1

SUIIait County
Kaaas
Coalville
Echo
Henefer
Park City

4
0
4
0
0
0

Wasatch County
Heber

0
0

0
0

3

Carbon County
Dragerton

1
1

2
2

0
0

Weber Count)'
Ogden
Roy
Huntsville
Plain City
Eden
Clinton
Riverdale
Liberty
Hiawatha
Slaterville
Fairaont
Hooper
Taylor
Uintah

3995
3558
322
17
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
0
80
1
0

4812
4232
420
20
7
7
8
5
3
3
2
0
102
3
0

4898
4313
460
15
15

Riv~rton

Magna
Holladay
Granger
Kearns

3

3

7

0
0
3
0
1
1
95
1
2
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Source:

May 1951 Survey - Ogden Chamber of Comaerce - Method of computation
not available
March 1953 Survey - Comptroller, Headquarters, Ogden Air Materiel
Area - Data compiled from Federal W-2 Tax Forms.
February 1954 Survey - Comptroller, Headquarters, Ogden Air
Materiel Area - Data compiled from employee answera to survey
questionnaire.
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Table C.

Statement of assets, liabilities, and equity, Ogden Air Materiel
Area, Hill Air Force Base, 31 December 1954

ASS~TS

Accounts Receivable •

Adva~ces

Inventories:
Depot • Base Stocks
Other
Equip~~ent

Fi~ed

•

$

665,744,166 . 86
112,579,27

in Use

eo..unication

3, 27 3 , 7 31. 35

665,856,746.13
13,668,520.42

• Electronic Facilities

Land, Improvements • Buildings :
Land • Land Improvements
Paveaents ·& Runways
. Buildings & Structures .
Utili ties Plants • Systems.
Construction in Progress

$ .

533,946 . 91
5,455,892.20
23,999,770 . 66
·4,050 ,884. 94
102,319.57

Total Assets

34,142,814.28
$'717,425,029.41

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities :
Accounts Payable
Accrued Liabilities
Equities held for Non•Air Force
. ·Activities
Equity:
· Net Investment 1 July 54

•

5,933,942.05
$652,"193,558.52

Less Changes to Net Investment
since 1 July 54
Less Adjuat;unts for Assets •
Liabilities not previously recorded
/." Add Net Changes to Equity
Total Liabilities • Equity

Source:

2,915,928.75
5,361,717.87

3,329,375.96
647,480.79
54,996,738.97

!703,213,440.74
!717,425,029 . 41

Accounting Division, Comptroller, Headquarters, OOAMA
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Table D.

N1111ber employees in selected employment groups Ogden Area

y
Year •
Month
1949
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

Total
Non-Agri .
bployees

Total, !I
Industrial,
Trade &
Service
E•ployees

Total
Railroad
bployees

Total
Civilians
All Defe.nse
Installations

Hill
Field
Civilians

Kili ~ary

Hill
Field

Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Average

31700
30300
31300
32600
32900
32200
33400
33000
35700
33400
32400
32200
32592

12365
12122
12724
13152
13386
13469
14599
14263
16264
14740
13948
13796
13736

4080
3760
3770
3930
3950
3980
4180
4280
4370
4370
4370
4400
4120

12490
11620
12060
12300
12350
12310
12120
12060
11800
11050
10810
10560
11794

4461
4457
4612
4650
4640
4678
4703
4701
4407
4069
3676
3625
4390

237
244
250
250
253
258
256
315
326
347
359
365
288

1950
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Ave rap

29800
29900
30300
30700
31300
32000
33700
34500
37400
37000
36200
37200
33333

12076
12152
12744
13040
13375
13992
15361
15500
16761
15713
14862
15037
14218

3970
3970
4080
4130
4180
4280
4380
4430
4470
4470
4330
4430
4260

10360
10220
9980
10000
10200
10200
10950
11540
12660
12950
13110
13470
11303

3625
3592
3603
3663
3737
3656
4043
4695
5002
5203
5202
5554
4298

341
329
336
358
1994
2175
2180
2202
2243
2367
2530
2508
1630

36400
37800
38500
39500
40500
41600
42800
43600
44800
43200
42900
43200
41233

13480
13435
13720
13814
14052
14442
15472
15861
17590
16272
15124
14799
14838

4280
4280
4330
4350
4380
4380
4380
4480
4580
4580
4480
4480
4415

14830
16220
17180
17720
18250
19030
18960
18900
18680
18790
19360
19730
18138

6070
6810
7430
7790
8390
9140
9190
9340
9250
9360
9810
10020
8550

2720
3156
3016
3202
2974
3185
3494
3502
3613
3986
3822
3363
3336

May

1951
Jan
Feb
Mar

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Average
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Year •
Month
1952
Jan
Feb

Total
Non-Agri.
Ellployees

Total,
Industrial,
Trade •
Service
Employees

Total
Railroad
Eaployees

Total
Civilians
All Defense
Installations

Hill
Field
Civilian

Hill
Field
11111 tary

41800
41900
41900
42800
43400
45000
46400
46900
48800
47300
46900
46500
45150

13366
13423
13525
14256
14553
15312
16075
16589
18452
17269
16702
16030
15463

4280
3980
4030
4080
4180
4280
4380
4410
4470
4570
4570
4370
4300

20040
20400
20300
20350
20600
21580
22050
20010
21680
21210
21440
21570
20936

10240
10520
10490
10500
10700
11640
12180
12210
12110
11780
12000
12160
11378

3049
2748
2450
2338
2334
2117
2578
2258
2301
2434
2694
2624
2494

Oct
Nov
Dec
Average

44000
43900
43570
43470
42400
43500
43600
45500
43600
42000
41610
39800
43079

14654
14575
14846
15270
15493
15430
16868
16281
18665
17018
15427
15101
15802

3970
3970
3970
4020
4070
4270
•4370
4370
4370
4370
4250
3870
4156

21270
20720
20240
19700
18960
18820
18620
18240
17770
17430
17320
17315
18867

12080
11890
11600
11370
11130
11210
11080
10850
10540
10280
10210
10210
11037

2511
2360
1977
1616
1444
1518
1939
2052
1900
1860
1771
1821
1897

1954
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Average

39100
39300
39550
40300
39400
39600
39500
41600
40300
39300
39400
37800
39596

13435
13226
13516
13878
14266
14777
15500
15500
17100
16300
15200
14400
14791

3770
3770
3770
3770
3970
4170
4200
4200
4300
4200
4100
3900
4010

16940
16620
16440
16470
16170
15410
15350
15270
15150
15153
15119
15094
15765

10090
10040
10140
10230
10180
10140
10180
10130
10080
10159
10206
10181
10176

1954
2268
2410
2589
2735
2971
3001
3142
3229
3239
3345
3343
2852

)(ar

Apr
Kay
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Ave rap

-J1953
an
Feb
Mar

Apr
Kay
Jun
Jul
Aug

Sep

Source:

Hill Field Employaent, Comptroller, Hq OOAMA. All other eaployaent,
Letter, Departaent of Employment Security, Industrial Comaission,
State of Utah, Nov. 15, 1954 and personal contact with Ogden Employment Security Office.
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Includes ~aployees in otner columns except Hill Field military . Also
includes employees of state and local govern.ents, regular federal
gover~nt, non-profit and religious organizations not listed in other
columns .
Covers in general all employees in mining, construction, manufacturing,
trade, and service industries .

ur
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